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Traitors for Peace
The million -plus ktneriraiis %slut ac to els participated in the Oct. IS national moratorium have. in effect. been
labeled traitors by the Nixon administration.
II hat Sen. Eugene \le(:artily has
called "gti i It - by - assoe iat ion tart leswere used by I ice-Pres. Spiro Ignew
and friend- to bring discredit on antiwar protest- hy say ing the moratorium
is giv ing aid and romfort to Hanoi.
The reactionary tactic found fuel.
unfortunately. in a letter from North
Vietnanie,e Premier I’liam an 1)ong
aildre--ed to" Imericati friends." expre--ing the hope that "your autumn
offen-iv e vs ill ,111.11.1.11 -plendidly."
For tho-e v hie want to hear such
111.%* the timifigII 1 perfect. They can
now call all demon-trators puppets of
the communists. misled idealist-. or
downright traitors.

.Ind such an "association- will shake
the already uncertain foundations of
many quasi -liberals too timid to make
up their own minds about the question
of war.
So the purpose of the moratorium
and the SJS eon% oration have indeed
suffered a setback at the hands of opportunist-hawks in Washington. It is
therefore expedient that the principles
nmaningful
and methods peace and
confrontation of the num entent be
redoubled in their intensity.
’Hie rationale of the peace min ement retains its singular inv ulnerability and will not be discredited by any
devious means. It can, however. be detained in aehievement of its goals.
The backlash from the right should
fall on the ears of Imerica like the
harsh objections of seagulls to an approaching storm.

WINDOW
ON
WASILIEUMUTIM.
By RAY GILES
After all the listening and all the discussing. tss 0 hardly demanding human endeavors. students genuinek iniere-ted in doing
about the destrueN
dIting iliinrs.Is
of humanity in I iii 11.1111. went mit
into the community to "educate- the
I" .1.1..
It mit-I has e been far front easy. "Jiilin
knits., about ietnam already.
Q. lii II
(tr at least he killms %hat he thinks itiere--ar% to know. -lir. Public.’ also knosus
llon.1 share his idea
that ,111111 u’uIIegu k
of AS hat is right and wrong. Iles liable to
treat you a- he n mild a sactitim salesman.
"Mr. Public- nos rooperate. be may
-1 es. yl111.1-1. right . . .
hut. He mas
hat do yuuii sliggest?- and then disagree
s%ith eStr, option sill present for disengaging from ienton. Or he uuu.us just tell
on to go str.Cellit to hell.
Ile might 11-1, sou Is here you got your
facts. keid su Iii 1111 ok him sawn hi got
his, he’ll tak. out Iln latest issue of
Readers Digest and sas. "Esers thing I
need to know is riLLlit iii here.Iii
u aI i,1,1,1,d,.1...
s111,1 Ma’, 111411111e a sticky
111111‘ild I Ii
problem. 111,1 for those historically interested. there’s :dreads been a 1,01111111w
u.i,uuular1111 in history that proves my
thelir.
l’efrr Its rov. a 11011 century Russian
itli ;,1 la rue intelligentsia. anti Tzarist InIlm,ing. preaehed education and
propaganda :ffilmig the masses. Lavrrav
%%Tide that the "cynically thinking Millis ithial- imist des tile himself to the welfare
of the narod. the people_
lus rol’s idealistic message had a strikitig response.- writes II ervarel In
Professor Carl II. l’forzheimer. it: "How
Russia Is Ruled. The Las ros mosement
of "going to the people" ass
(1 the proportions of a crusade.
"Students. temInrs. lawyers. physicians,
officer-. and .repoitatit noblemen joined
in, and from the summer of 1872 to the
N111111111T Of I::: 1 lli cotintrsside swarmed
with crusaders and es angelists.The ruuuht nil. disheartening 10 the res.
olutionists. Th.. people ..0..hin.t and didn’t
lerstand them. l’Itere was too great a
political gap between the people 41:1(1 the
"teaeliers."Nlost of the intelligentsia dill end know
W111-11 they met
1111W 111 131 k to Illy
them:. Prof. Plorzlivimer writes. -The
licasants ernild tint tinderstand what they
were driving at ...
"For the intelligentsia the experience
end
g 1 few
Avail Kobel
responded In committing suicide.-

Heaven help us if we would think ourseises as being "the intelligentsia- and
11, if
’hens the peasants.-Aiuuh Ilea. ell
tomorrow brings a sudden rash of suicides
among due student population.
But still there is an interesting anal:nuns,
note to all of it. While those early Russian
land-refortners and human rightists found
in 1874 "that idealism %vas not enough,
that the task of educating the people n as
more than a weekend in the country. that
patient (hvotion vs as required. and that ;1
whole life hail to be Ilse.’ together.- so
will ’Vietnam "community action" people
find that a das spent talking to people
they (Ion"’ respect in the first plae., will
produce few noticeable changes.
gap:" or better
There is a "general’
stiII. a "dream-for-America" gap svhere two
gigantic groups of people see what’s best
for our society as being two separate littides.
Tip depolarize that gap tuuulas may be too
much to ask.

Staff Comment

On and On
Its ISABEL DURO N
College campuses across the t nited
States held anti -war convoy:16011S W1.11111-s’lay to protest the nation’s ins lull ettlent in
ionam, and, the Mets &used 1111.
of a wide varlet s (if topics
I/items:4’
concerning the convocation and of interest
to many students were held across campus.
Init. classes %sent on.
A number of ant isnar sympathizers
marched to San Jose’s dountown St. James
Park patting tluemselses on the bark for a
jolt well done, but still, business rolled on.
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"That I 954 Supreme Court ruling on desegregation
never entered my mind."
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Langan Buying Election?
By J. FRA NK HABER
I was initially pr pted to do sonic
experienced "Aliner-inan" and refused to
ins e-tigating and to write this by Larry
give allegiance to Langan.
NI,Cliniel% letter to "Flirtist and Parry on
So while Langan can’t appoint his own
((,1. 10. in nhich lie tried to gloss over
people to work.study program grants for
die charges that Langan is using his office
ostensibly working for Student Gmernto extend financial payoffs to sarious supment, he can, and he has exercised his
porters. I 11,-.1. the term "Larry NleCloud’s
setcapower against anyone not loyal to
letter- ss ith doubt, for it is McCloud who
Langan’s candidacy.
has been getting the Brothers of 1)S1’ to
Fl V1 NCIAL STAKE?
sign Jeff NItillins* many 1.atigan-support
If this isn’t financial payoff for stip.
letters to Thrust and Parry. 1 suspect that
porters, it will run as a damn close second.
Langan’s ghost -is ritir. Iltillins, probably
Furthermore, Langan’s veto practice has
wrote 110.1miTs letter, too.
created a staff of A.S. student assistants,
1. 1S an furdier prompteil to investigate
math. up of Langan’s friends and supzind write this by an interesting question:
porters, who are paid out of the A.S.
"A hy did Langan feel such an urgent need
budget that you and 1 pay for. This staff
Ii, get 116 1111111 ill10 1111. acting Treasurer’s
of "assistants- are probably working 1111
post, while leasing the more important
1,allgall’s campaign right now because they
.1’. :4111 %avant ?"
have a financial stake in seeing that LanACCESS 1ND POWEII
gan is elected. It is reputed that one of
One by poilie-i- %%mild he that for some
these "assistant.- who specializes in letters
reason. Langan felt the need for a legitito Thrust and Parry. is carrying 18 units,
maeized access and signature to various
and his only source of ineome and monthly
litte item accounts of Ilie 1.S. Budget. In
support seems lit come from this worksol.segoent budget research and a talk
study deal midi. Langan. Vu t- need inore
Is il!! Disc kinlerson, Langan’s appointed
appointees like Langan’s ghost-writer, like
actI ng Treasurer. I found that in the event
Egypt needs more prisoner-of-war camps.
of a lien election, which Langan is already
Other money sources that Langan has
counting MI. Acting President Langan,
access to in an election., that weren’t availthrittigh the signature of Acting Treasurer
able to him when he ran a poor third in
Anderson. would have access and power
the race last year. are the scholarships to
to %arias’s A.S. budget line item accounts
the president and treasurer. Out of the
tio the 111111’ Of 0% vr $1 1,000 which could be
A.S. budget that you and I pay for. Langan
used to fuel an election campaign. For
as acting presidoit. now has access to an
ms mimes. literally. that’s a hell of a lot
additional 83,000 I $2.000 for president (if acting. 111(1 11 hilt. 111iS only represents
$1,000 for treasiinr I WIlieh C1111 now be
a little loon- than one 1)(r cent of a budget
used to defray expenses in a tnw campaign;
of liner S(0)1.111111_ it just might lie enough
if it is .ippre 4v14I :11111 [Properly authorized,
I., buy an election. 11,iy be.
of course. lu the acting treasurer, Dave
The big
chunk., according to AnderAnderson, who was conveniently and reson, is approximalels $8,011(1 in work-study
cently appointed to that post by Langan.
program to 1.S. Student ssistants. These
OTHER ACCOUNTS
’andel] Is working for the student body must
In addition to the approximate S11,000
ilcnionstrate linaneial need. ’rhos demonalready cited, there is another $500 ill
strating final’, iIll toed, it is possible for
budget line item ace(’ lllll t number 304.C.
a slinlciit 10 is ork in student government
I Salaries in the Executive acernint 1 which
111111 get paid for it out of the A.S. budget,
is unspecific as to who or for what the
through the ’us ork,1 tidy program. Until
president pays for by way-of salaries. Could
one insestigates further. Langan at this
it be that this account is also being used
point is not itiolNeil in a !mem+ of ethics
for possible election campaign financial
of office.
relief, or payoffs?
ASSISTA \TS PAID
Also in the executive’s account is line
Howeser. Anderson then pointed out to
item account number 304.D. (Public Reme that Langan exercises velo-power over
lations) which has a limit of 850. All I
these A.S. student assistants appointments
will say al t this is that $50 of our nioney
hich come tinder the work-study procan buy a hell of a 1(tt of campaign flyers,
gram. So it reall doesn’t matter how cabrochures. and pamphlets.
pahli. how experienced. or how much fiIII SUtilili an Lin g. the question is again
nancial need you can dismonstrate: you
asked of you and me the student body: Is
can’t work in mir Student Government as
Bill Langan trying to buy an election?
an assistant. titiless you’re bought and paid
In closing. I would presume to give some
for and loyal to Langan! If we are to
pieces of advice to AfeMatuters. When you
beliese Larry McCloud. that Langan’s staff
finally do take office as president. you
is composed of friends who would work
would he wise to immediately III call for
prrdiensive audit of
In r frei a us Is ay . ss hy aren’t they working
a complete and
lllll 114111, iIIVestigafor free? 11 Its are Langan’s supporters getthe A.S. budget: 12
ting paid?
to affirm or disaffirm all of Langan’s
C
appointees. espeeially those on work-study,
So if sou’re not lov al to Langan, he just
10111, 10111* u1u1uinuuut111.111. ThiS iapm he a 1.
and 131 plug the loopholes and inequities
11,11.11 III 11) 1tiderson’s statements I() this
before the results of Langan’s blundering
writer. and by a student presently working
and unethical policies destroy our student
government’s ant
o
fn
11110,1t.
in the nen Is -built
the trinifeea
gin e)
-ill w.ts
N1111 are just itching for reasons like these
ill Si oident
a 1111111ililllelli
%pitied by Langan 111.11111Ne
was a toos
111 iMpOSP 1111114. II/1111AS on 1111.

I

MAIO It IINER

President Nixon’s red:disc Mlivel,s at
walking the political tightrope of late itia
take a sssift (limit% ard turn if there is not
a significant change ill ietnam.
As the current issue of Newsweek headlines. the President is in trouble with his
constituents, but it is not over legislative
foot -dragging, or failure to mose on burning domestic issues as some of his critics
have suggested. Rather. it is the same problem that felled Lyndon Johnson, the War
That Nobody Wants.
A recent Gallup poll showed Nixon’s
popularity rating at 60 per cent. Although
it is lower than that of the three previous
presidents at a similar point in their terms.
it is still high for a man who polled just
over 40 per cent of the vote.
Nixon at ti -II this rating by continning
his campaign appeal to the middle-elass
white suburbanites. lie (lid not surge forth
with a furious legislative program; he
gave the appearance of a calm, businesslike administration. thinking out problems
thoroughly before acting on. them.
More important, he has espoused both
liberal and conservative programs. His liberal welfare reform was couched in conservative language. ’While pushing ABM, a
school integration slow-down, and a conservative supreme court, he has aimed at
arms talks with the Soviets and a non-military solution in the Middle East.
With the exception of a few gaffes like
the abortive Knowles appointment and,
possibly, the Haynesworth nomination. the
President has been able politically to balance his ledger.
All this threatens to come unraveled because of vietnam. The President’s flailing
efforts to escape the mire_ along with his
comments about "not presiding over a defeat," and his request for a 60-day gag 1111
criticisin, are disenchanting to nearly all
Amerivans who looked forward to his "solution to theWar."
The success of the moratorium, in terms
of numbers of participants, has to affect
the President no matter what he says.
He is a political animal. and lie
t as
sort-illy does not want to go the way of
Lyndon Johnson.

*

*

*

By MARI NIORALES
Let’s examine the purpose of this country in Vietnam.
Before the United States became involved, the Vietnamese were getting along
fine. mos int: toward a representative government albeit a socialist one. They had
defeated the French Imperialist-colonialists
in It sweeping sictory against unbelievable
odds at Dien Bien Phu. and the Genes it
Accords of 1956 had guaraill1.1.11 an election
within a year to reunite \ ri-111 and South
Vietnam
The majority of the pcople Isanted
"Uncle lb)" lb: Chi Minh who was a
nationalist and closer 111 1111. (: lllll MUMS!.
faction I hall 1111. democrat ie.
The I oiled
11111111111 11114111 Ilu’iuluIu 111/11 a country could vole to 111’1.011111.
communist. and found ready allies in a
small group who consolidated in Saigon
and became known as "South N’ielnamese."
This faction, composed of the Catholic
bourgeois puppets who hail been maintained in power before by the French
rulers, asked for U.S. help in keeping the
country "free"against the wishes of the
majority of its people.
The Saigon goveriumnt is not a legal
government, but an artificial oligarchy
supported only by the United States --not
by its people.
Our armed forces actually are preventing
Vietnam from having a representative goy-,
ernment, and from becoming again one
Vietnam.
It is time that Americans winu realize
that this country has no right to decide
what systems of government are rig,lit for
other countries took a standbefore it is
too late.
The truth has been hidden too long, by
our own government. If the facts had not
been obscured by those individuals 1%1H)
profit from Isar and those mho are fanatically afraid of "Comit lllll ist takeov
this day of protest would him. ertme aluint
American soldier
long ago before
vet foot in Vietnam.
So. although we take a stand a dozen
years late. perhaps we can prevent thi-,
cainage flout
wrong,
any further.
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Marching Band, Band-Aides Plan Centennial Program
MUSIC MENSJS’s Marching
Band finally received their
new uniforms this week. Ron
Menke, a freshman drummer,
tries on uniform (far left photo)
and finally finds a satisfactory
fit (center). In final photo,
freshman saxophonist Mike
Correy is helped into his uniform by Larry Marks, the band
manager. The new uniforms,
which cost nearly $20,000, will
be worn by the band Saturday
night when the Spartan football team plays Arizona State
University in Spartan stadium.
The 124 piece band will participate in pre-game activities
at 7:45 Saturday night. Roger
Muzzy and William Nicholosi
of the SJS music department
are the band directors. Half
of the band’s program Saturday will be devoted to the celebration of the NCAA College Football Centennial. A
skit will also be presented entitled ’A Humorous Salute to
Moral Decay."
Dculy phcl,.. by Chuck Skswyer
to develop a rapport between the
students and the establishment."
Half of the band’s program
will be devoted to the celebration
of the NCAA College Football
Centennial. A skit will also be
presented, entitled "A Humorous
Salute to Moral Decay."
The btuidaides, under the direction of Ingrid Goodere, will
do a calypso number to "Jamaica
Farewell." David Myrvold, a bass
baritone, will be featured in
"Those Were the Days" and the
crowd will be invited to join in
the singing.
A drill sequence bas,zel on the

By ELLENA CA1.1..EDI
Dully Flee Arts Writer
The uniforms are here and the
SJS Marching Band, under the
direction of Roger Muzzy and
William Nicholosi, will present
an exciting program tomorrow
night when the Spartan football
team meets the Sun Devils of
Arizona State University.
The pre-game activities will begin at 7:45 p.m with a pep talk
by Joe McMullen, Spartan football coach. According to Roger
Muzzy, it is haped that at every
home game "a well-known school
administrator will lead a cheer

ot
theme niusie from
Cherbourg.’ will conclude the
presentation.
Musical arrangement
is by
Ronald 1::iines and Dr. Brent
Heisinger.

’The band is excited with the
new uniforms," according to
Larry Marks, band publicity director, "and the members wish
to thank the student body and
the college."

which will be conducted on campus.
The workshop, which will be
open to less than 50 students, will
be conducted by Mime Troupe.
founder and director R.G. Davis
and eight members of the company.
Classes in movement, mime, acrobatics, music, acting, improvisation, puppets, motion pictures
and radical theater theory, have
been tentatively scheduled.
The Mime Troupe, which has
performed all over the United
States and in Canada, has appeared at SJS before. The ExC
sponsored their most recent performance. last July.
The Mime Troupe also performed at SJS. Orientation Camp
at Asilomar last September.

’Matraga’
To Show
On Campus
A Hora E Vez De Augusto
Matraga ’The Hour and Time of
Augusto Matraga, for non -Spanish majors), will be the featured
foreign flick Monday night.
This is the third in a series of
four Brazilian films to be shown
on campus by the College Union
Program Board.
"Matraga" tells the story of a
violent man of primitive instincts, who endures unbelievable
physical and emotkrnal humiliation at the hands of his enemies.
The film will be shown in the
Loma Pricta room i ballroom) of
the new College Union. Admission still be 25 cents.

Candidates
See Adviser
Elementary credential candidates seeking admission to observation and student teaching
next
I ED104A t43Ai
sect ions
semester should pick up preregistration forms in ED223 or
ED204 immediately.
Students should see their advisors and turn in materials to
Dr. Lillian Billington in ED223
before Nov. 6.

. - ,- SPARTAN

9.1.5

a.m.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 11
ar
"The Eve of
Nlor g ":4
a study of Daniel and Rerelarian

Destruction"

p.m. F:sening Forum
"Pre -Marital Relationships"
4th in a series on "A Basis for Se\ Iiiralit"
(BOTH IN TRI-C BLDG., 3rd & SAN ANTONIO)
5:45

I 1,1i I N.1. 2 Retreat at

liedicooll 1:1tristian Park
----------

ATTENTION SJS STUDENTS
Mil) mid

:ILK SHAKES SUNDAES
[1

SODAS

at
Mac-c7artaae:t
611.

NEW UNIFORMSTwo members of the SJS Marching Band,
Ron Cohn (left) and Steve Miller (right) display the brand new
uniforms the band just received. Cohn is a member of the color
guard and Miller is a trumpet player.

Draft Lottery Plan
Ticketed for House
Ph
WASHINGTON API
dent Nixon’s lottery plan to limit
the draft to 19-year-olds was approved yesterday by the House
Armed Services Committee and
sent toward the House floor for
action late next week,
The speedy action on a surprising 31-0 vote indicated the
chances for House approval art’
good and that the Senate might
take up the bill before the end
of the year.
Senate Armed Services Chairman John C. Stennis I 1)-Mas,.1
has said his commit tee thay ttike
up the President’s prirp.eill this
year if it passes the House.
’rhe House committee refused
even to consider eliminating draft
deferments for college students.

Such a proposal by Rep. Rich (rut of order on a 21-10 roll call.
ard H. Ichord ID-Mo.I was tilled
Ichord said "continuing the policy of college deferments in time
of a shooting war is one of our
biggest mistakes.
The draft lottery approval
was unanimously recommended
by a special subcommittee that
was highly critical of the plan
during four days of hearings this
month.
The subcommittee headed by
Rep. F. Edward Hebert 11)-1.a.i
said in its report it is not persuaded that Nixon’s plan "would
provide any greater equity in the
election process than is provided
by the present oldest -first system.

.lern 1.(ai Hawkins

;Itur serving

Canrile3 E3’ ire
Saltier Clara

SJS Offers Existential Class
El) BROOKE BROOKS
Daily Staff Writer
The second west coast minferenee on Existential Philosophy
and the Human Sciences will be
held at SJS Nov. 14-16.
SJS offers this weekend course
conference which will examine in
detail existentialism and phenomenology and their applications to
psychology, psychiatry, sociology,
religion, art, education and literature.
The program is designed especially for professionals and students in these fields and the
ministry. but. should also be of
interest to those concerned with
philosophy, medicine, social services and other pursuits since the
conference theme deals with the
sweeping scope of implications of
existential philosophy for the
problems of the twentieth century*.

Experimental College
To Sponsor Workshop
The nationally - known San
Francisco Mime Troupe will conduct a Radical Theater Workshop
for SJS students over the Christmas Vacation, it was announced
yesterday by Experimental College Director Doreen Bauman,
The Experimental College
ExC) will s ponsor thc whikshop.

’Being in Society’

GUYS + DOLLS + DANCING

---= (Heavy!)
Cream
THE WAREHOUSE
1160 So. 7th

Theme of the conference is
"Being-In -Society." It
is this
theme which the conference will
explore by considering such topics
as the nature of existentialism
and phenomenological philosophy
and the relevance for the human
sciences, their applications to sociological analysis, the work of
Alfred Schutz and Maurice Met.leau-Ponty, the social determinates of knowledge, the politics
of confrontation, ethnomethology
and issues raised by the participants.
Lectures,
panel
discussions,
demonstrations and a book display of current literature in the
field will be featured and read figs and bibliographies provided.
Basic questions will be posed and
perspectives developed.
The course conference i5 sponsored by Alpha Kappa Delta
ISociological Honors Society>:
the SJS Department of Philosophy and Sociology, extension services. the College Union Program
Board, the Society of Phenomenology and Existential Psychotherapy. Inc., the Santa Clara
County Psychiatric Society and
is endorsed by the New College
.rf SJS.
Interested persons may enroll

Candidates
Meet Today
With Wallish
or
%du) ran
exv,tin,,. positions in last
April’s election are urged by
Bruce Wallisch, election board
chairman, to attend a 4 p.m.
meeting today in the Council
Chambers of the new College
Union.
Those present should be: Dave
Aikman, Mike Rutz, John Murphy, Jeff Mullins. Steve Reed, Ed
Pinter, Jhn McMasters, Robb
Foss, Bob Kelley, Bill Langan,
John Men., Reggie Toran,
Mark-s Alaimo, Andy McDonald,
Dave Newhare Grady Robertson,
Norm lshimoto, Jim lialdridge.
Juan Ant u. Peggy Kelly and ave
,
tID
,riutchi,
Ail

for one semester unit of upper
division extension credit in either
philosophy or sociology, or audit
at the same fee. Full particulars
for credit enrollment will be
available during the opening session on Friday, Nov. 14, at 6:30
p.m. at Concert Hall.
The conference will be held
from 6:30 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. on
Nov. 14; 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Nov.
15 and Nov. 16.
The faculty will include Dr.
Aaron V. Omura professor of
sociology at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, Dr.
Arturo Fallico, professor of philosophy at SJS, Dr. Harold Garfinkel, professor of sociology.

UCLA, Dr. Robert Gliner, assistant professor of sociology and
New College, SJS, Dr. Aron Gurwitsch, chairman of the department of Philosophy of the Graduate School of the New School for
Social Research, Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, professor of philosophy,
SJS, Dr. Robert Nicholson, assistant professor of philosophy, Sonoma State College, and Dr. Arthur Vidich, chairman of the
Sociology and Anthropology Department, Graduate faculty of the
New School for Social Research.
For application forms, write to
Extension

Services,

San

Jose

State College.

(c
ON DRUGS
liF,ALTH .kil/S BEAUTY AIDS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
TIREND

Bayer Aspirin

Take the aril% ity
1 ster for relief of
ordinary tiredness

100 count
77c

reg. 98c

I

Conia
I’.’>’) colds coining on.
take Comae for con sistant rel iii’.
reg. 81.59

0
SI
1.19

KODACOLOR

Jumbo

color prints
front your negative

32e value

19’

66‘

reg. 81.00

Clearasil
Keeps your
Complexion lear

99’
Sylvania
Flash Cubes

re.
e, 81.29
.

reg. 82.23

$1.14

Car-Ferry

500 count

sehon/ supplies
liemy stock - high
count

"1.x ping or
Filler Paper

lies, on

94c

the Market

Wilkinson
Stainless Blades
pack of 5 reg.
r
7 0¢

37C

PalliV

liOSie

first quality
lietite. merage and
small sizes

,l.10

valut

99c

STATIE Itexall DIIUGS
N.evt to Lucky Market
280-919 I

270

E. Santa Clara

’
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Spartans Set To Make ASU Victim No. 2
Pride of Pennsylvania
At Stake in Centennial
makes it easier for the defense
to key on Malone.
Despite this problem, Malone
has been carrying the ball 40 per
cent of the Sun Devils offense
and quarterback Joe Spagnola
has contributed most of the rest.

10111.1.

11.1 51 \

Its

Editor

.t

,r

H
is iii he
the ,kriziara State
5.15*. Centennial
liiad coach
Illi

Spagnola has completed 39 of
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A GOOD TIME shall
be had by all the hardy Spartans
at the WAREHOUSE.
Come ye one and all!
WE WAREHOUSE
1760 So. 7th

AR
Reg. $6.00

NOW

SKIERS
Nylon Jackets, with Hood

Reg. $22.00

NOW

12 "
9495

Poloists Perform in
Home Doubleheader

Wt. Pos.

Fanucci
Gray
Olivo
Davenport
Ah You
Williams
Kennedy
Hall
Julian
Miller
Clupper

6-2
6-1
5-10
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-3
5-11
6-0
6-4
6-2

193
200
213
243
195
213
220
170
182
211
193

E
T
T
E
LB
LB
LB
HB
HB
HB
S

Covington
Lester
Hughes
Jackson
Jones
Lecuyer
Chaney
Stonebarger
Tribble
Lewis
Greer

Ht. Wt. No.

No.

6-0
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-3
6-0
5-11
5-11
5-10
6-0
6-3

30
79
61
65
67
77
80
11
22
40
25

180
218
212
200
215
200
210
185
150
170
195

34
76
74
80
37
53
52
22
26
31
29

Ht.

SAN JOSE STATE

6-2
193 SE
6-4 217 LT
6-0 200 LG
5-11 190 C
6-1
215 RG
6-3 234 RI
6-2 201 TE
180 QB
6-1
5-8
177 HB
6-0
190 TB
6-0 205 FB

Demery
Fisher
Venturo
Delnoce
Coyle
Leek
Carothers
Spagnola
Buchannon
Dragon
Malone

Ht. Wt. No.

Wt. Pos.
Ellis
Volmer
Bellikoff
Wharton
Fischer
Wells
Serpa
Lippi
Slaton
Massengale
Merlin;

5-10
6-2
6-1
6-0
5-10
6-4
6-1
6-4
5-7
5-7
5-8

LINE AVE.-2I4

LINE AVE.-202

LINE AVE.-205

LINE AVE.-205

BACK AVE.-I89

BACK AVE.-173

BACKAVE. -208

BACK AVE.-202

P., 1

//r

Perma Press, White, With
Tab or Pierced Collar

$

NOW

Reg. $6.00

75
ea.

GOLF KNIT SHIRTS
$450
Reg. $6.00
NOW
1000 OFF - ALL OTHER KNIT SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS

$700

Long Sleeves, Turtlenecks

Req. $5.00 NOW 2 FOR

$700

Short Sleeves, Parma Press

Reg. $5.50

NOW 2 FOR ar

WALKING SHORTS
REG. $0.00 AT 35.00
REG. $7.00 AT 54.50
REG. $6.00 AT $.3.50

SWEATERS
V-NECK. REG. UP TO $15.00

1095

42
61
64
55
62
77
88
15
30
28
47

Swimmers
Workout

SPORT COATS
Wools to Lighter Weights,
Reg Up to $55.00

learn

ih,11

Now $3500

Mac Lean ’s

NOW

Orlon -Acrylic,

$1495

GpiTus
intendify

seven goals to
his team SCOring lead-

praCtiee

begins Monday in th. Spartan
P01 at 630
The SJS aqua men will have
almost two months of practice.
The first meet is not scheduled
unt il Dec, 15, when the Spat bins
travel to Long Beach State for
relay competition.
About 35 s winsmers have
turned out for the team following two meetings held by Jay.
The nest’ coach hopes to build lit-’
kind of swim program pot ent
possible at SP.; with the larn,
.ts,ielli ml1,.,,1
student holy

lent by Tom and Wayne
Smith, recently won the Southern
Oregon Invitational and is expected to give the Spartans
strong, compel it ion.

Victory!.

If you still don’t belies, it,
come 111 Morris Dailey Auditorium today at 12:30 to sers the
complete game film of the Snar1 :di,’ ;,;-:’,1 victory over the Unirf- (Odeon last week. SVP\’’).
I .7
believing.

SLACKS

SWEATERS
Co -Ordinates,
Req. 322.00

’e’ senior All -Amerman has
"elr’lslI
Jr ’err tIling most if this S.IS 1100rlit’Z so ith some finis individual efoats. his latod coming in a in-7

-s Sj..1,01 ,W1111 coals Bill
Jay I halt-fflinde, I en,,11 IT:: of the
SWIIII

SPORT SHIRTS

160
200
215
223
210
225
205
208
150
160
205

’1%111111W. Pr" -!,1111,

Bei’s Wear

home doubleheader.
The SJS watermen, 3-3 on the
season and 2-0 in Pacific Coast
Athletic Association play, clash
with unbeaten Chico State at 3
p.m, and then take on Cttl Poly
Pomona at 8 p.m. Both games
will be played in the Spartan
pool.
To make milt Ie.’, a little tougher for the Spartans, ;t series of
minor illnesses has plagued some
Id. the team members and the
squad won’t be at full strength
for the double hill.
However. coach Lee Walton has
indicated that he will go with his
starters - Bill
,,,arne seven
Gents, Tim Halley, Jerry Rentschler, Craig Sprain. Stan Weiss.
Mike Monseits and goalie Mike
Eun Is
Wali.,n is generally pleased
with his squad, noting that "they
are progressing. They are becoming mere skillful at the execution of the block defense and
our fast tweak offense is starting
to go."
Walton also obseived that
Sprain and Monsees are beginning to help more offensively.
taking some of the load off

Conditioning is crucial in water
polo. and the Spartan aqua squad
o chance to test their own
o ma, today in a special

ARIZONA STATE

SAN JOSE STATE

Ht.

LONG SLEEVED SHIRTS

$.150
411. ea.

CORDUROY JACKETS
PLUSH LINED
Reg. $22.00
NOW

Ca!vin Lewis: Defensive Starter

OFFENSE

.4("0:11

LONG SLEEVED SHIRTS
Beautiful Perma Press, White,
With Convert:61e Cuff

ARIZONA STATE
No.
84
71
62
53
82
54
55
31
26
32
21

MEMO:

ONCE

Offensivi-1 Papa Joe will has,
Bob Serixt at tight end with nor;
Woods spelling him; Belikoff will
start again at strong side guard
with Fischer moving to the tight
side and Wharton seems reeovdud will
ero
Ids
sho,

DEFENSE

1850 W. San Carlos
-"AV’ ...17/7/"..Ord"

Neitilci is ill sol. aition against
ASU hut it looks like Ferryman
should ixs ready ti, lace Wyoming
next week. Serivriec is still listed
on the indel ante ’osier by trainer
Jim Welsh.
McMullen announced a few
changes in the starting lineups.
backfield will
Thu’ dor,nsivi
have sophomwvs Rim Tribble and
Calvin Lewis at halfbacks and
junior Brodie Gree at safety. Another sophomore, Al Harris. will
play the halfback position relieving Tribble. Tribble, when not
playing his starting position, will
he a backup tor Green and Lesvi-.

* * * Starting Lineups * * *

fiction relolidion

292-3457
mocaresore

HEMP-

Demery. Demeu has caught 24
passes for 392 yards and three
touchdowns.
SJS can depend more on its
passing game if the offensive line
duplicates its pass protection performance of a week ago against
the Devils.
Efforts such as those turned
in by guards Jay iToadI Fischer
and George Belikoff; tackles Phil
Volmer and Mike Wells and center Mickey Wharton could set
the stage for an aerial bombing
by quarterback Ivan Lippi.
Lippi received the Northern
California Sportswriters co-Back
of the Week award and the Santa
Clara Valley Sportswriter Player

To.

Fic-li,o

broatleaftt u5. 011

sdid Oro tailback
Mike S411\ lier and enusl tim
Ferryman had win’ked ow all
week and donned liails for the
first time Wednesday since their
inlura,s in the Stanford game.

gams,

mentary.

inise aeionsu.
:14iiinsi a mere 28
the heal
t iilr
-1,111(1111,4 winning
.1 7,1

-

I 4sothall

ports the action with John
thaffetz adding the color com-

,111

A -A CANDID.ATE
s

SAS -ASV

F:k1 1105.71 Saturday night beginning at 8 p.m. Bob Fouts re-

at only team
dd, dri1 Kush does not
d lead over after comremiss rampus II years

,

Evil ’Toad’

Jay Ei

ssill

,ver

head c,
111.’ H- it -

1101tKOt

Radio
The

of the Week honor It Ms id,
formanee again.- I
Slaton.
Running backGlenn Massengale mid Larry
Met lini will try to move the ball
on the ground long enough to
balance the Spartans’ passing
game.
Slaton WaS bothertsi by a
twisted ankle ;ill sverik but the
tough running rack shonlil
read
for (-SI-u at a duty Saturday.

Wash & Wear. Casual Pants
Reg. Up To S10.00

Do you want a

NOW

"MINI -FIGURE"

2

PAIR $1100
FOR

All famous name brand merchandise. Many other styles to choose from.
A drawing every month gives away ten pairs of corduroy pants. Check
our window for winners.
1640 WEST CAMPBELL AVE. SALE HOURS: OPEN
TILL 9 P.M. FRI.,
Kirkwood Plaza. Campbell
SAT. 6 P.M.

To go with your

MINI SKIRT?
Visit or Call
BOP 11 1\ N’’S
I:1.1 II
.11 )u1413 E. SANTA CLARA 295-9910

’God, Orgasm, Loneliness, Death’
Theme of Stanford Production
Gott. orgasm. loneliness. and
death ari. the themes for a mixed
media production entitled "Four
Faces of Blackness" which will
be presented this weekend at
Stanford University.
The production will involve
dance, slides, music i by Smoke)
and narration by members of the
Fourth Stream Expression, who
are producing the show. Performances are scheduled at 7:30

and 10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. and at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday. The location for the event
is Stanford’s Dinkenspeil Auditorium.
Tiekets can be purchased at
the SJS Business Affairs Office.
Prices are $1 for students and $2
for others. Fourth Stream Expression consists primarily of
Black students sponsored by a
Univorsity grant.

rts

HE WAREHOUSE

.5 iii /1.111, 1, :1i 11’ held I SC( all
and 21 for musicians intuovted
in joining the S.IS Pep Band. The
1mnd perfoims at all home basketball games and will also entertain at Stanford University on
Dee. 3 and Cal on Dee. 9.

SWINGS LIKE A PENDULUM "DO"
(how about you?)
THE WAREHOUSE
1760 So. 7th
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CHERIE WEINERT AND EDWIN BARRON
... stars of San Jose State’s upcoming production of George Bernard Shaw’: "Caesar and Cleopatra."

’Caesar and Cleopatra’ To Debut

1)REIGMORISNI)
5ko giNG 111
eaterappise

SOUL SALE

By VICKI RANDALL
Ftne Arts Writer
Rather than sexy and coy, San
Jose State’s ClcJpntra will Ix.
kittenish and cute. "Caesar and
Cleopatra," George Bernard
Shaw’s satiric version of the
Caesar - Antony - Cleopatra triangle, will be this season’s first
major drama department offering.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama, will direct the
play. When asked why she

Our Soul Shier, and gah..,
* New Ike & Tina Turner
"The Hunter" $3.19
* Isaac Hayes
"Hot Buttered Soul"
$3.19

SS YEARS 01.17

Plus all soul albums in stock
Reg. $4.98 Now $3.19
Reg. $5.98 Now $3.81
hopefully will be in by Friday
and in de end, de love dal you lahe
eyual lo de love dal you maie

HOURS: FRI. 11 to 9

SAT. 10 to 6

[.So remade
2S-8303

remedy this by careful -tilting
and editing of the script. She
says. ’’The object is to not only
cut out oords, but to shape the
play so that 11011, of the meaning is lost. The int,t iinhortant
o kr ti Pie sdin, es thing is t,
iii’ that
I si’ I Mht intended."
MINIMUM CHANGES
The elaborate setings are another problem, but they uie hying
handled by J. Wendell Johnson,
professor of drama. They will
still be fairly elaborate, but a
unit set ivi!I l.7 used with minimum chillUV, throughout the
play’.
The upcoming production will
star Cherie Vi’einert. a senior
drama major, as Cleopatra, and
Edwin Bar nui. drama instructor
and graduate student, as Caesar.
Others in the cast include Joan
Montgomery as Flatateeta, London Green as Rufio, Gerald C.
Proost as Britannus. and Joseph
Hanreddy as Apollodorus.
Grad student Wes Morgan
the assistant director, and eotames will be supervised le NI Bet neire Prisk, drama pro!,
21
Performance dates are
and 25 (Friday and Saturda.,
and Oct. 29 through Nov. 1 at
6:15 p.m. Tickets are
,:n
sale in the Isis office and
$1 for students and $2 for genI
eral afirilkSiOn.

mer years and has received numerous compliments horn sports
writers and announcers.
This year the band will play
music by Blood. Sweat and Tears,
the Chicago Transit Authorities
aml other current rock groups.
_

The band uses five samtphones,
four trumpets, three mellophoncs.
four trombones, a rhythm guitar.
a bass guitar, an organ piano and
trap drums. This year the band
also needs a male and female vocalist.
’The sounds featured by the mu group include "big band."
"rock, "soul music" and "pop." 6
Under the direction of Ronald
Raines and Hal Belden, the group
rehearses once it week at a time .0
which is conv.mient for all memIC
hers.

FREE
Doughnut and
Coffee
Fri., Sat., or Sun.
if you bring
this ad to:

A tentative trip to Long Beach 1:
State and San Diego State is *
scheduled for semcAer break if
financing can he arranged, at-- 1
cording to Larry Marks, band Is
publieity director.
.
Marks also said that somel:
Donut & Bakery Shop
seholarship assistance is availablel:
for members.
Tryouts will be in Concert Hall,
M176 from 7 to 9 p.m. on both
nights. Interested students should
check at the Music Dept. office,
M108 for information sheets.1:
Breakfast served anytime
Further infortnation can be ohSpecial rates on 5 dos. or
tained from Raines or Belden by’
more on 24 hr. notice.
calling ex. 2626 or 2382 or in
M103.
Also, danish pastries
At-cording to Marks, the group r
**** ******************
has appeared on television in for-

CHARLIE’S

Open Daily
7 A.M. to 10 P.M.

the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

For

First Baptist Church
2,4 & Sari Antonio

Or. Clor

R. Sande,
Pastor
Berry Keiser,
Minks*, to Collegians

Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
I1ets al

Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

the new Led Zeppelin album

ii

chose this particular drama to
yesent, she replied, "Well. I supit is because it’s never been
done here before and this department goes back a long way."
Miss Loeffler hopes to bring
oot an entirely different conception e if Cleopatra. Although it is
an historically known fact that
Cleopatra was only 16 at the
time of her reign, most plays
poi tray her nonetheless As a mature womaan. Miss Loeffler instead hopes to show that she was
ulso a childish vixen, As John
Mason Brown, former drama
eritic for the Saturday Review.
pot it. "Shaw did not hesitate to
offer "Caesar and Cleopatra" to
the public as an improvement on
Shakespeare. He would have
nothing to do with the mature
woman."
Shaw’s classic comedy was written in 1896, but was not given
a full production until 1906 because of the elaborate settings
required. The first production
was actually in German, in 1906,
and then produced later the same
year in English. &
There are still some problems
in producing "Caesar and Cleopatra.’ ’The most important of
these is that Shaw plays tend
to become too long. This creates
b(th aesthetic and temporal problems. Miss Loeffler has tried to

* New Gladys Knight
Album $3.19

=4.

tt% DAILV-5

Music Dept. Schedules
Pep Band Auditions

"el.. lie

5.

siAttI

Sh,nday. Or-tither 20, 196,

DIG JAll?
DIG BLUES?

Closes its old doors this afternoon
at two o’clock

Make if to our

JAM SESSION
stiiiiIay

%bow 3
THE BLUE NOTE
--

354 E. CAMPBELL AVE.

MOVED TO
NEW LOCATION

Knit yourself so

*New
’ Fresh
Ski Styl
by

We open our new store in the
COLLEGE UNION ON MONDAY MORNING

MORE SPACE
MORE SERVICE
MORE STORE

Bernat

Exciting slope and
campus fashions available now at
your nearest Yarn Shop. Don’t know how to knit?
They’ll even show you how! Many, many, styles can be
found in "SKI WITH BERNAT" book no. 166 and 3 NEW
ski paks.
Books and paks inspired by TS.c4 SKI COUNTRY
VAIL.COUIRATV)

SEE THEM NOW AT FINE YARN SHOPS
NEAR YOU.

Spartan Bookstore
"1 It

e Col le t-,011.. 1 111011
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Monday October 20,
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Today’s
Top News
At A Glance

American Red Cross Intensifies
Effort for Captured Servicemen
The.

mnsifying

its

efforts

to

open

channels of communication and
relief to U.S. servicemen being
held as

prisoners

of

war in

North

Vietnam.
A resolution spensurcu y the
American society urging that
prisoners of war he given the
benefits and protcsitioa of the
Geneva Convention; ri as adopted
without a dissenting votr last
month by the represemative, of
77 governments and 91 national
attendini the
Reel Cros,

erica.- of the Red Cr.rss in Istanbul.
In commenting in the Senate on
this action last week, Sen. J.
William Fulbright of Arkansas.
said, "Irrespective of the nature
of the conflict which gives rise
to his imprisonment a captor
should be mIndf41, in the words
of the Convention, that a prisoner is in the hands of a detaining power ’as a result of chcumstances independent of his
own will.’ He should, as recited
irk the International p..eid

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

*Pm.

Lushoyen Church
ACtsouri Synod
374 South 3rd Strof
294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar

taomotly identified: afforded an adequate diet and medical care;
permitted to communicate with
other prisoners and with the exterica
promptly repatriated if
seriously sick or wounded: and
at all times be protected from
abuse or reprisals. And, as
specifically prescribed in the Convention. a neutral intermediary
such as the Intent:Donal Committee of the Red Cross should
affoided free access to prisoners ,if war and their places of
dot en ton.’’
Earlier. the Senator pointed
aa that the steps taken by the
International Red Cmss Confer’ii"and the American Red
are not only entirely appro"should command the
,,t all men of good will."
I
i,i
!apartment of Defense
a ports show that 413 Ammican
and enlisted men are
la. prisoners of war in
nam and 9IS others
are missing and !relieved captured.
While the government if North
Viiitinim signed the 1949 Geneva
Conventions covering the treatment of prisoners of wad, it has
flesPft to permit delegates of
TI e International Committee of
Ii Red Cross to visit prison
eatops it here Americans are beim held. The Hanoi government
ids!, has refused to provide ICRC
with tile names of American prisoneis they hold or to permit
ret:ular flow of mail hethe prisoners and their
...lick country.

Mary Ann Polio, presents

Nina Simone
FRI., OCT. 17
8:30 P.M.

SAT., OCT. 18
8:30 P.M.

San Jose Civic
Auditorium

Berkeley Community
Theater

Adm: $2.50, 3.50, 4.50
SAN JOSE

TICKETS ON SALE
at San Jose Box office,
912 Town & Country Village
(246-1160)
BERKELEY TICKETS AT
Downtown Center B. 0.,
325 Mason, S.F.
Sherman Clay B.O.,
2135 Broadway, Oak,

COI/Wiled

fricio Aoomiated Prey.,

NEW VORK
The absolutely
amazing New York Mets completed their journey to the moon
Thursday by adding their first
world championship to their first
pennant with a 5-3 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles in the fifth
game of the World Stiles.
SAN FRANCISCO
The American Bar Association’s new
code on limiting press information in criminal cases has no
bearing in California; "yet its effect is slamming doors in the
faces of reporters from one end
of the state to the other," declared Raymond L. Spangler.
ehitirmtm of the California Freedom of Information Committee.
SA(’ItANIENTO
Sacramento
County’s controversial lady assessor, Irene Hickman, says she’ll
go to California’s voters next
year with a new plan of property
taxation: to tax the land onlj

sActiAmENTo
The state’s
top t ansp:rtation executive, Gordon C Luce, pledged that California will continue its crackdown on drinking drivers.
BLACKWOOD, N.J. Two high
school classmates, a boy and a
girl, were found dead hi a fumefilled automobile, leaving behind
a string of notes saying they had
died in the name of peace.

Theta Chi Greeks
To Raise Funds
For Big Brothers
Theta Chi fraternity is sponsoring an all -college TGIF today,
from 4 t:i 7 p.m.
Fun s will go in support of
Big 11,
r organization.
The
will be held at the
Theta Chi house, on 123 S. 11th
St. Donations will be 50 cents.

Daily Wrong,
Says African

Library Tours
Start Wednesday
highly successful
orientation tours conducted during the first three wc,iiks of this
semester will be continued starting 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, Librarian Irene Moser, announced
yesterday.
Dubbed as the "Magical Mystery Tours:. more than 900 freshmen, transfer students, and upper division classmen were guided in 45 tours of the library during the three week library orientation program, she said.
Students learned how to locate
library resources find some short
cots in using the materials during the tours.
"The Library Committee on Orientation feels that the program
was quite successful and the response of the students was most
gratifying," said Miss Moser.
president of the committee.
"We didn’t know what kind
of response to expect from the
students." she said.

An article entitled African
Bush Missionary,
"She Lives
Without ’Necessities’" which was
published in Friday’s iOct. 101
Daily may have depicted overall
health conditions in Nigeria as
wcase than they actually are.
The Daily was recently told by
a citizen of Nigeria who attends
SJS that health conditions in
Nigeria are not nearly as bad
as that article, or the letter from
Lois Van Cleef ISJS graduate
and missionary who is working in
Nigeria) imputed. Health conditions, he says, on the whole- are
far better than those Lois is
working under. including also.
bet ter treatment facilities.

It was such a slairssful operation that the original 30 separate tours had to be extended
to 45 tours.
"All groups expressed gratitude
and genuine interest in the libriny, and many questions were
asked." Miss Moser pointed out.
-So, at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday.
the tours will start again. One
tour will be held every Wednesday for the rest of the semester."
she said.
Tours begin at the main enti aim to Library Central.

DANCE
tar
amsir
meper

THE WAREHOUSE
1760 Se. 7th

City College
Guest Talk
San Jose City College’s "What
In The World Do You Want?"
community forum series will continue Thursday with a presentation on "Pesticides and Pollution."
under the
’Die presentation
sponsorship of the college’s social science department -- will
be held from 11 ii.m. to noon in
the college theater, 2100 Moorpark Ave. The public- is invited
to attend witnnit charge for admission.
Guest speaker at the- presentation will be Dr. John II. Ikssel,
biologic-al science instructor at
Stanford University. Dr. Hesse’
will moderate an open discussion
period following his leet tire.

7

11014.11rd’s
Crystal Crean, r

el)

7th & Santa Clara
7 A.M. ’TILL 10:30 P.M.
TUES, THRU SUN.

AT THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

es.

I I :00 A.M. United Ministry and Lutheran

’?"-

Followed at 7:00 by

6:00 P.M. Episcopal
Dinner

TUESDAY LUNCHEON AND PROGRAM AT 1:30
JONAH’S WAIL

Music
with
Muscle
from
Memphis!

300 SOUTH 10th STREET

GET ACQUAINTED

SALE

DAYS
ONLY

DAYS

SUITS...
new Fall arrivals of
Natural Shoulder Suits

ALL

89.50 to 100.00 Suits

4488

3 DAYS ONLY
110.00 to 120.00 Suits

the
BOOKER T. &THE M.G.’s
FUNKTION
flr’t&The$G:s

SPORTCOATS
Reg. 45.50 to 69.50

3 DAY SPECIAL

Sweaters .

", c

:i.’4..ek’

r"

4iSr
if

Why don’t you Funktion with Booker 1 and the M.G.’s? Also available
on Stereo 8 -Track Cartridges and Cassettes Stax Records, A Division of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, A Gulf + Western Company

No Layaways
No

Exchanges

No

Refunds

.

.

1/
i2

PRICE

Short Sleeve Shirts

.NOW
1/2 PRICE

10.95 to 27.50
3 DAY SPECIAL

-

4%’; .iL

5488

3 DAYS ONLY

Sport and Dress Values to 9 95
3 DAYS ONLY

Slacks . .

. 3 Day Special Ai

All Dress Slacks
$14.95 to $32.50

Now 50% Off 11

388

Students

3 DAYS ONLY

Faculty

THUR., FRI., SAT., OCT. 16-17-18

Employee

.35.6 01sCOONT ON ALL MERCHAND/sk-

lace CHM CMS WELCOME

UNIVERSITY MOWS SHOPS
Est. /927

NU
0- - AT SATH ER GATE--.

125

OPEN THURS. AND FRI. TILL 9:00
S. 4th St.
San

Jose

Monday. October 20. 1984

rIntramurals
BOW1i1,-.

iii,1

Hi

Ii,’

1111ra-

mural spotlight next week with
entries clue next Tuesday anti a
meeting of team captains scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 22 at
330 p.m. in MG201.
Intramural director Dan Unruh also reminds interested students that next Friday, Oct. 24
is the last day for soccer entries.
In intramural football action
-A" leagues’ Sunshine
.1 pair of games to

maintain their unbeaten retain
and league lead. Me & Them also
won two during the week, one lay
forfeit, and is in second position with a 3-0 mark.
The Buffoons knocked off the
Bears this week and are in a
3-way tie for first place in "B"
league with the Bears and Red
Horde all with 3-1 mink. flow ever, the Bears are protesting
their 8-0 loss to the Buttons and
some reshuffling may result if
the protest is approved.

,i,,,,,,WV1,,,,,loloVA01011"1"A.
PH mid

press-ills

THE HOUR AND TIME OF
AUGUSTO MATRAGA
/La

(’f

’lie: 21e Arifiu.do

ENG1.111

Directed by Roberto Santos, this film
"calls into question basic truths concerning the nature of man and his religion."
Mon. Oct. 20

250 students
7 & 9:15 p.m.

Umunhum Room

ss.rx it........,:xWireWe’Ve."Volote#416e0414444fro."."...WWirri".:".4
11111=115m.m....

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

CINEMA

ART FILMS

2nd WEEK

BURBANK

"IF ..." 6:30 & 10

5F..s2 S. BI.SCOM AVE.
295-7238

"DOKTOR" 8:15
"G01 FOR THE FURY,
FORCE AND FUN OF
it: -LOOK

1st RUN CO-HIT
"FRAULEIN
DOKTOR"

PICTURE

NEW HI-CAMP SERIAL
MIDNITE
FRI. & SAT.

COINIEIM1/1

TOWNE

THEATRE

,,lent .5 -.att.onan
layim Plans
lion
ri against the
for a demons!
Shah of Iran. Monilay on Set enth
Stteet. The Shah begins a three
day visit to the United States
Tuesday.
The SJS group will also participate in a noon rally in front of
the Federal Building in San
Francisco and a march and demnstration at the Iranian Con -

MIDNITE
FRI. & SAT.

A seminar entitled "U.S. Imperialism in the Middle East,
iointly sponsored by the Arab
Student
Association and
the
lianian Student Association of
Northern California, will ix, conlocted tomorrow at the University of California at Berkeley.
SJS students interested in participating should meet in front of
the Administration Building. on
Se vent h and San Fernando
Streets, at 8 a.m. tomorrow. A
eat pool will carry them to
Berkeley.
Two papers and three films
will be presented, according to a
statement released by the groups.
The paper by the Arab Student
Association deals with "the contemporary history of imperialism
in the Arab countries," and with
the Palestinian Liberation Move-’
ment.
The Iranian Student Association will present a paper on "imperialism in Iran with emphasis
on the recent political developments in that country._ .
SYUFY THEATRES
San Jose’s Luxury
E lertainment Cente

THE WORLD’S
MOST HONORED
MOTION PICTURE!
SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
- BEGINS

WED. OCT. 22nd

rr,’.uti,in has set up an
The ii
informal ion table on Seventh
Street.
The SJS Iranian Students Association released a statement
Tnursday calling the Shah "the
retnesentative and head of the
feudal lords and the chief cornprador bourgeois of Iran .
The protests are part of a national rally by Iranian students
on some 22 campuses across the
United States.

’,F)
,

FLARES

FI-1

We got ’em ... any way you

like ’ern!
Plain or provocatively patterned...
pulsating with living color! Second
skin -it in flare legs from A-1 ...
the notched and slanted A-1 Flares
that show off boots or buckles of
brass! Show off your flare ...
nobody can ape that!

The films will deal with war
in Vietnam and the fighting in
Laos.
The seminar will be held in
loom one of Leconte Hall, beginning at 10 a.m.

Health Payment
Date Extended

NN, EsTG vrr,
s

Due to the confusion on final
payment date for the voluntary
student health plan, the Student
Affairs Business Office has extended the date through Oct. 24.
The office, located in room 235
of the new College Union on
Ninth St., will accept money for
the plan through the Oct. 24
deadline only.

rr.0

FREE 21/2 ft, ape poster
with any purchase!

SAN JOSE’S No. 1 ACTION SPOT
FOR THE COLLEGE CROWD
f

THE

WAREHOUSE

METRO.
001.0141N.
M it ER

WEEK

297-3060

"7:’-r77-7,6
,.!! ,, 0 it
s,

’Imperialism’ Seminar

8th EXCLUSIVE

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE

3URBANK

552 S. BASCOM AVE.
295-7238

%IT Y-7

Iranian Students Plan
Protest Against Shah

EXOTIC UNDERGROUND MOVIES
SPECIAL COMEDY plus THEATRE BURLESQUE

AT tftTAN

PRESENTS A GIANT

Shows at 1:00 - 3:15 - 5:30 - 7:45 & 10 P.M.

WINNER OF
11
ACADEMY
AWARDS

V.Igot Sjoman’s complete and uncut / Am Curious (Yellow) is
"a landmark likely to permanently shatter many of our last remaining movie conventions," says William Wolf of Cue Magazine,
The Evergreen Film presented by Grove Press stars Lena Nyrnan,
A Sancirow; Production, ADMISSION RESTRICTED TO ADULTS.

SARATOGA

THEATRE

Including

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL BOKOFFICE OR BY MAIL
CENTRAL BOXOFFICE LOCATED
AT CENTURY it THEATRE
OPEN DAILY
11110 TO 900 P.M.

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
867-3026
SARATOGA

This moVie is the best fun in town!

EXCEPT SUNDAY OPEN 12 00 NOON TO B 00 P.P4.

MGM presents A Grr:o Ponb Production

PERFOSMANCE & PRICE SCHEDULE
Monde, thry Thurs./
eq,00,44
S2I0SS200
PH. Sot
Helleey
st1.10 Phl
$3.504 $ISO
Sunday
$01041570
7.00 PE,
Wed eeeeee SlatIneo
.11 30554
111 50 IR ST.10
So. Sun. S HOW Mn,
at 1:30 OM
S2.10411240
Nol.says
ST 7.00 PM
111.60 11250

’David Hemmings
Joanna Pettet
THE BEST HOUSE
IN LONDON
cc ..,,,,,,,George Sanders Dany Robin ’Warren Mitchell

AND THE POPULAR

Chicage Typewritep

246 3629

CENTURY 24

SOPHIA LOREN "GHOSTS, ITALIAN STYLE"

TIIIS

SAN JOSE

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

(Oct. 16)

(Oct. 17)

(Oct. 18)

iove4
toVeltold/e

9 P. M. TO 1:30 A. M.

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.

THE

p

307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

RENEGADES

THE

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
THEATRE GROUPS
Please Call 296.1263

Eastmancolorg

CO-HIT

TO THE GREAT SOUL SOUNDS
OF THE MOST DYNAMIC GROUP TO
EVER HIT SAN JOSE

"BEST
PICTURE"!

WAREHOUSE

1760 South Seventh
env eti
I /2 Mlle ,41111I1 tot‘loaf

San Jose

’ 8-14PART4N DATT.T

Visit Europe Free!

fcmany

tomes ton ow set

TODAY

I

coil o,

for mor .41o,mor.o
North ;to 5,,tre, 5, 1..,.,

1151
ROLL Moniper 0.4.1151
951 2 408 116110.,

Horne
I Address
LPhone

paexavy, lux)

I

--

WM.

ANNOUNCEMENT

campu4 cep, 3c

XEROX

OFFERS

IBM TYPING SERVICE
we
We

To give you the finest quality type
typewriters.

executive

use

IBM

will

type

anything at

thesis

termpaper,

your

reasonable

rates.

or

It will

save you hours of typing and erasing.
We do our best to make it error free.

480 S 10th. St.
Midi. -

Pipar

295.7778
\ \

I

\ (;) I

cut(rivi

1Itt Pt I Nr -7"""’"N"."""e""w

Esperimental College and SanKha Club will sponsor ;1 sentinar
at 7:30 p.m., at 1098 Chapman,
corner of Newhall between thr
Alameda and Park Ave. All students are welcome.
Italtal Club, 12:30 p.m.. at tables
outside of cafeteria. All students
are invited.
intervarsity Christian l’eltrissship, 7:30 p.m., in slit Costanuan
Room -College Union. All students
ale invited. Guest .peakCr will
be Dave Roper, He will speak on
n’l’he Cost of Discipleship."
Jonah’s Walt 8 p.m., at Jonah’s
Wail Coffee House, 10th and San
Carlos. All stud( nts are welcome.

Deadline Today

CA4-0111

collples

one rnulion per per-on
tiI4):011

CAMPUS COPY
295 7778

48C
I I I

\ \ j

11(1111E. 11.1.T

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:
BELL BOTTOMS,

that is.

Come on in and D -I -G-1-7 ! We
are now carrying at least 5 different types of FLAIR PANTS. Meaning, there are myriad
colors, various sizes and materials for you to select from.
Our stocks came from the boss makers also, such as; GUYS.
LEES, LEVIS, and WRANGLERS. So, why don’t you lust put
one on .. . AND TURN IT ON.

they have shopped -and compared and have found that
Carlyle’s prices re never high r and in most instances, are
lower than prices elsewhere,
Per the same quality diamond.
Save 20/ with ASB Card

WORKINGMAN’S
STORE

218 W. Santa Clara

San Jose

Folk .(,:er Chris Kent’) is scheduler’ tk, .ippear.
MASC. 7:30 p.m., Catholic Women’s Center. 5th and San Fernando Streets. A dance will be
held. All students invited.
TOMORROW
I "-Kr,. 12:30-4:30 p.m., WG.
:I include swimming,
ill. and volleyball, All
,veleornn.
oirrra lob, 10 a.m., to meet in
4th Street at Sun
Sal\al, a.Will travel to Big Basin. for r’imie. Bring lunch.

presents

JEWELER.

535 Bryant Stroct
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
Shop Thursday Night WI 9

.._9n

Scierwe Honor Society.
3 p.m.. to meet at 775 N. Second
Street. All students are invited
United Campus Christian Ministry, 7 p.m., Jonah’s Wail. 300 S
10th Street. Dinner scheduled.
Discussion groups to follow.
The New Wineskin, 6:45 p.m
at the New Wineskin Intild,,4
Guest speaker scheduled

eat nce

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
THE FOURTH WAY
College Union

1
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Crosby, Stills, Nash & Taco
Crosby from the Byrds,

Stills

from Buffalo

Springfield, Nash from the Hollies and Taco
from Tico’s.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Friday,
9

Ballroom

Oct. 17

P.M. to 1

A.M.

Ad.,: $1.50 Students - $2.00 Gen. Public
Tickets on sale at the door

Spartan Daily Classifieds

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat :
Boots. Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack PI Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Heddinq St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours t1.6. Closed Mondays.
NONPROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stu MARTIN FOLK GUITAR - $85. Room
.
1,.ur aircraft, dieiding screens - 2 sets $3.00 each.
o in,..nthly dues. Phone 251.2293 after 5 p.m.
SURFBOARDS: HANDCRAFTED, 7’ 6"
71 8’ Superboards $50.00. Phone: 287.
’ THE ELIM FLAM MAN" October 17,
(I & 10.00 p.m. 50c
01E1751
14E5SL RS SKIS, 210 cm. Nevada tow.
CA! RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING Geze step-in heel. Used 10 times. $240.
( n Polo Alto) SATURDAY, $125 Muntz 4 & 8 track home stereo
1
LIER 18 by SPORTIN’ LIFE - tape deck. 25 watts $50.
Any car and beginners welcome SKIS- 210 Hoods with step-in bindings.
,trer 6 p.m. For further information M
to appreciate. Phone 269.0375
all 573.8768.
FREE GUINEA PIG, male, in 1, voter
r ithin
’I FLY with a stable ay..’
.ed dish included. C
in 293 29I,9
lob. Join "Condo,
Cessna I50’s at $165
i
wet. For more details
HELP WANYED 141
,2L9. S. J.
AMERICA
MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
vEere the only energy loss is servicing customers in established tern.
-ars going nowhere.
tory. At least 15 hrs, to spare. RequireTHETA X1 RECEPTION All Male Stu. ments: neat appearance and car. Call for
I
ine
3:30-5:30, appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
I3 & 24, Alrtia/len Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
60 T BIRD recently rebuilt engine & you learn. Transportation frn. Call to-or PoSio
.cPr6, R&H. Must sacri- day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
297.5116 after 6.
VARIETY & EXPERIENCE in full-time
1957 METRO CONVERTIBLE $200. In. employment through temporary job asimmaculate - engine great. signments, short and long term. Your
clerical skills needed by PARTIME, The
241-3307.
Call
1961 VW. Excellent Mech. Cond./Body Qualify Temporary Help Service.
Heidi or Jan at 286-5353.
1-5 E. San Fernando St. *8,
"THE FLIM FLAM MAN" October 17,
Morris Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c
’THE FLItA FLAM MAN" October 17,
GALS - EMPLOYMENT 1111
, ,
/.00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c
Hours arranged for your schedule. Vari’67 TRIUMPH DAYTONA - excellent ous positions open in several depts. Veri.
r levnt. check-up. $775. Call fications, order checking,
renewals, &
Steve.
phone circulation. All positions are for
trainees.
298-4479,
Salary.
2 AP MASS with Delta Super Wide
Troa,1 Tires H70x14 fits FORD, MERC., New Fresh young talent for exposure,
PLYM. Balan-ed w/chrorne lugs & locks singers dancers musicians. New Night
C
Mas at 736.8003.
Club, "Show Case East" 3469 McKee
1965 TRIUMPH Bonneville. Immaculate Rd. Call 258-7521.
S ’u0.00 529 S. 7th St. Call WANTED SHOE SALES: Part time Tues.
& Thurs. only from either 1200 or 1:00
’60 CHEV. 1/2 ton Panel Truck. New until either 9.00 or 9:30. Apply J. M
McDonald 1600 Saratoga Ave. S. J.
.00 mi. 243.5997,
1967 VW - Must see to appreciate.
ant service record $1300 or best
479 S. 10th #1. 286-4839.
’65 GTO, E.cellent Cond. Orig. owner.
Mallory dish. Ram Air. CC’d
heads, spec, modified suspenWide Ovals, metallic brakes, POSI,
re. Must see and drive. $1675.
ri 379.6456.
FOR SALE: ’64 Corvair Convertible in
.
..nt condition $500. See Alice.
.r. S. 11th, 295-9588.
’67 VW, Excellent condition, Radio &
Heater, 81300 Call 354.2210 after 5
Pm
62 CHEVY IMP. CONY. 8 cyl. R/H
AT ’PS new batt/gen/mflr $450. Very
dependable 293.2212 or 964-4187.
’65 CHEVELLE SS 283 V-8 2-dr. Hdtp.
/stereo tape or radio.
969.1654.
65 VW-Buq.
Must sell $1095.
36.2538.

FEMALE WAITRESS.
r
295-969 I . (.5.; N
.
r - .
r ..ational Restaurant
..r.rsthis
1..13,1 Mc.nclay.
WE NEED HELP - Part time Cr ..
Men, Women, Students. $100-$80C
New manaf. co. has several i
NOTHING VENTURED N
GAINED. ’3’1’ 41341
NOOSING IS1
NOW RENTING: Hotel St. Claire. Permanent occupancy $125 & up/mo. $42.50
& up/wk. All services available.
TEACHER WANTS upper division or
grad. serious male-a good home. Quiet,
clean, TV, washer, 4 rooms. 951 N. 4th
297.2938. Leave Message.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: share 2
bcirrn.. 2 bath apt. with 2 $62/mo. Near
campus, nice atmosphere for studying.
470 S. I I th #14, 287-7257.

VERY LARGE APT.
4
3 od,,, $55 e,,/h. 550
294.2426.
ROOMMATE NEEDED -,
,her1 not
11 I , .a 1,
5-11

2 bedroom
of W. San
286.4084.

LOST AND FOUND 110
DISEASED MALE KITTEN, 8 ks., blond
a I
.
Lost 10,9 between Reed &
olr 3rd around 3 p.m. Cell
W
244-7722 immediately.
295-22’.’
ring, blue stone on a gold
LOST:
band. at Centennial Hall ladies room.
10/13, 7 a.m. $15 reward. Great sent.
irnental attachment. 251.8467.
REWARD: My Yellow Schwinn Paramount
bike (serial #H62I I was stolen last
Fri. I will pay $25 for info, leading to
recovery. Bob. 293-2682.
SUSAN P. JANS found your wallet wills
IDs. Call Roberta’s 294-0546.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share clean
modern apt. w/extra storage. Mature.
May move in immediately. Call Dee
286-2859 or 293-3665.

contact

OCTOBER 18
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JOE F. I !

WANT MALE ROOMMATES - for furnished apt. 529 S. 10th St. #9. Drop by
before 10:00 a.m. and after 9:00 p.m.

SERVICES IC

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, AcFEMALE ROOMATE - Upper division curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
Share 2 bdrm. apt. Call 968-4496 after 244-6581.
5 or inquire 1212 W. Wash. #8. SunnyRENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
vale.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
ROOMS FOR RENT - Male, $50/mo. Esche’s. 251-2598.
All utilities. parking 1 block from SJSC. EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
many extras, 155 S. 11th State 11.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
FEMALE: Large private room in big Aslanian - 298-4104.
house, kitchen privileges. 2 blocks from TYPING MY HOME - near Westgate
La m pus $60. Inquire after 5 p.m. Shopping Center - Electric Typewriter
- PICA Type - phone: 379-5098.
293 8105.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for porcozy house. Own room. 538 S. 8th traits, advertisements, weddings. models,
composites & portfolios. and for any
Street. San Jose.
other photo purpose. Call Rich Kelso
GROOVY 3 bedroom. 2 bath house 286-1139.
needs 2 girls. $60/mo. 11th St. 297-0803 CHILD CARE - My home. Cambrian
WANTED: Roommates ior 3 bedroom areeWill watch your child while you
duplex. Upper Div. and non-smoker pref. attend class. Phone 356.9368.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
ferred. Call 379-3352 after 6 p.m.
year for married, good students. Also.
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244.9600.
RESEARCH? Let COMPSTAD analyze
your data. Complete data processing
and statistical services. P.O. Box 1781
La Jolla, Calif. 459-3831.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

TRANSPORTATION 191
DEtste
A0144 -310N;

JET CHARTERS to Europe & New York
from $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
Prof. David Mage at 293-1033.
WILL COOPERATE in driving to and
fnorn Palo Alto daily. 327-1209 after-- ns and eves.
DRIVING FROM Palo Alto for early
ais,es need riders or car pool 326.
8445 eves, or weedends.

68 FORD GAL. 500 fastback, V.8, A/T.
5ew tires warranty. Must
732 0119.
66 IMPALA HARDTOP, auto. V.8, air
power brake & steering. Deluxe
:98 4383 aft, 4 per.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash

or check.

Make check out

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with p
hare of Gold Earrings,
iII for appointment. 297.’ Eve ye
40 S. 1st St. Downtown.
COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC darkroom
,. .31 Accura enlarger, primer model 110
dryer, trays, etc. plus $25 worth of
.hernirats & papers. All for $75. Call
251.2293 after 5 p.m.

1 bdrm. or
5. 11th Call

HELM Upper div. or grad roommate
PERSONALS I7
needed for great townhouse in Cupertino. Own master bedroom, $110/mo.
Call Bob 257-9537.
RAYMOND SASAKI please
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to Zeta Research. 284.5200.
share 2 bedroom apt. 351 S. 11th St.
THANK YOU P. F. SMILE)’.
#11. 286.4583. $36.25/mo.

FOR SALE 131

ir
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

C19,111)14

with Jerry Garcia E., Mickey Hart of the Grateful Dead

MONDAY
sp: ski nub, 7:30 p.m., MIII:
Gym. All beginners are invited
to attend.

Today is the last day to signup at the L’arcer Planning (Ind
Placement Center for interviews
representatives
with company
who will be participating in Career Days at the College Union
Oct. 23 and 24. Although the
majority of the companies will Is
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
technical
nta.io
inters. iewing
there a!, several major coitus’. POP -ROCK GROUP who would be in.
the handi-capped
flies who are eager to talk with I
Bncwn at 292.
.11:dors ci tcell.
tpt.-

good for

RF,F, 3 Xerox Copies
npen

College Union Program Board

Spartaguide

216

...4C4

October 211 lecci

to Spartan

Daily Classifieds.

Phone

294-6414, Ext. 2465

7L- GATHER FROM THE TONE Of YOUR LETTER OF
APflICATION THAT YOUR PARENT5 HAVE ri.JT GREAT’
’ORE IN YOUR eel,* AC.C5e1-51, IN A COLLE65 ,1-415 Tron:,

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No refunds on cancelled ads, Print your ad here:
CLASSIFIED RATES
"Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each add,
tional line

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
On. day

-1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00.50

Two days

2.00
2.503.00
3.50
.50

Three days

four days

2.25
2.40
2.75 -2-.90
3.25- -3.40
3.90
3.75
.50

.50

Five days

.T03.003.50
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)

CT,

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

Thousands March San Jose Streets for Peace
v

SAN JOSE FIRSTFor the first time in San Jose history, an anti -war
march was held through downtown San Jose yesterday in the early
afternoon. Better than 2,000 marchers formed a human chain five or
six blocks long to protest the Vietnam war during the national Moratorium Day. Beginning at the corner of Seventh and San Carlos, the
line trooped down to First Street, made a right turn and went on to
St. James Park, where it remained for about a half hour as various
speakers urged the crowd to continue their anti -war activities in
other areas.
Daily photos by Bill Bamberg and Chuck Shaviver

PA RTAN DAILY

KSJS Show
"(iuine liebben" disc joeke3s Mike
Burns and Chris HJerrild will host
an educational-ionsical co tttttt ent on
war featuring l) tan. the Beatles,
and Joan RAP/, tonight at 7 p.m.
KSJS, (90.7) FM.

Vol. 57

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

think
Nion.
there’ll be a few high thin elouds up
there just sitting around the nay I
like them: inacti%e; but let no- make
this point perteetb clear, perfectly
clear
. . 1.011111 I has.- another fin
ilay to think about it? .Ulf

No. 19

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114, MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1969

11110.

Weather

’Good Guys’ Slate Folds in the Homestretch
McMasters Quits Presidential Race;
Kelley To Approach Trustees Again
By BOB BRA(’KETT
Daily Investigative Writer

The Good Guys ticket
GOOD GUYS DISSOLVE
of Rob Foss, Jim McMasters and Bob Kelley disintegrated Friday when presidential candidate McMasters
withdrew from the race. The controversial slate ran

first in last spring’s general election, polling 41 per
cent of the vote. McMasters dropped out after treasury candidate Kelley withdrew from, then fired charges
of unethical conduct at the slate.

Election Board Hears Withdrawal
One-time presidential, hopeful Jigp
Meldasters dropped his anti -climactic
bombshell on the ears of the Election
Board and its audience Friday afternoon when he followed Lyndon B.
Johnson’s suit by choosing not to
run.
"I will not run on the present ticket
and I will not pick up a new ticket,"
the former "Good Guy" stated.
Upon his decision and with touch
controversy following, Election Board
Chairman Bruce Wallisch announced
the board’s decision to throw the executive elections into an open special
election.
The hoard will now go before Student
Council and ask it to set election dates.
The controversy surrounding the de don centered on its interpretation of
President Hobert W. Burns’ appeal
decision.
The board interpreted the decision
that the highest and next highest
intact vote-getters would run off, and

Former British Soldier
To Discuss Middle East
Sir John Glubh, one of England’s
prominent desert fighters and former
Chief of Staff of the Arab Legion during World War II, will lecture tomorrow night in the College Union.
Topic for discussion will be "The
Middle East -Key to World Power."
Sir John is the author of several hooks
dealing with the Middle East.
Sir John, 72, served as commanding
officer of the Trans-Jordan Government from 1932-39. Ile was named
Chief-of-Staff of the
Arab
Legion
(Jordan Amyl prior to World War II.
The lecture is being sponsored by
the College Union Program Board, and
admission will be free. Sir John will
hold his talk in the Ballroom, on the
third level of the College Union, at
8:15.

.1f-rtittic Xi:ere 0-Kailable5 tst decide on the
special election.
Many in the audience interpreted it
in another way, saying it meant that
the tickets should go from highest to
lowest tin votes) and strife if they were
intact or not.
However, the Election Board said
Pres. Burns meant McMasters and his
ticket when he wrote about the highest
vote-getter, therefore throwing the
elections into a free-for-all.
Robert Martin, dean of students, was
called anti he backed the board’s de-

Voluntary Fees
Being Discussed
Off icia Is from the three Bay Area :Oa te
colleges met Friday with John Bacheller, deputy dean of student affairs for
the chancellor’s office, to discuss the
possiblity of making state college fees
voluntary.
Bacheller met with the mtudent
presidents, business managers, and
deans of students from San Francisco
State. Cal State at Hayward, and San
Jose State colleges to obtain their
recommendations concerning voluntary
payment of fees.
At the request of the chancellor’s
office, Bacheller is compiling information as to whether or not voluntary fees
would be preferred to the present
mandatory fees.
The fees that were discussed pay for
nearly all non -instructional campus
functions. Included are athletics, student government, minority programs,
all College Union Program Board activities, and many more.
The representatives of the three
schools left Bacheller with a recommendation that fees remain mandatory.
They reached the decision fearing the
various programs would crumble before
students realized what they were not
paying for.

Trustees Split State’s EOP
At their special committee meeting
to discuss state college budget priorities, the Board of Trustees split the
state college Educational Opportunity
Program’s budget allocation between
two separate sections.
The freshman program has this yeat
been placed on the regular working
budget with $2.8 million being allocated. However, the sophomore program was listed under the augmentation section with a $1.6 million Aloe:LW;

Tit(’ present state administration has
repeatedly failed to pries the augmentation sections of the state college
budget during its time in office. Only
when the legislature has acted has such
money become available.
Last year the freshman program was
included in an augmentation

budget
that failed to pass the governor’s desk.
The legislature did, however, pass the
EOP allocation so that the program
was able to operate this year.

eision, but 1.4.,White, the college ombudsman, was asked to call Pres.
Burns, who was in Seattle. Wash., to
confirm the decision.
McMasters, in his opening statement
to the audience, said that he had been
"naive" in his previous decisions along
the election trail, and that he had made
some errors in judgement, but would
make no accusations.
He then challenged the students to
clean up "a really big mess" and "just
try to be honest."
A.S. Pres. Bill Langan will run with
a new slate, while Rob Foss, former
vice presidential hopeful, told the
Daily that he has "A few slates in
mind." There also is the possibility of
a coalition Left and Third World ticket
in the brew.
There were many cries for a reconsideration of the board’s decision, but
Chairman Wallisch and his members
stood adamant, though they informed
the audience and those objectors that
the decision could be appealed to Pres.
Burns,

Unable to bridge the widening communications gap in his own ticket,
Associated Students I A.S.) presidential
hopeful Jim McMasters called it quits
Friday.
The late-afternoon decision followed,
closely, confirmation of rumors that
his running mate, treasurer candidate
Bob Kelley, would, once again, be taking SJS problems to the Board of
Trustees, when they meet in Los Angeles the end of this month.
McMasters told Spartan Daily reporters, "It’s somewhat tragic and
sad after all we’ve been through, but
I can’t with any conscience, go before
the student body with this ticket."
He reiterated his earlier stand when
he told other candidates, gathered in
the new council chambers, "You might
say I’ve become a victim of the game.
It was my error in judgment (presumably in choosing his running mates)
that got me into trouble. Student government needs someone with good
judgment."
WILL. NOT RUN
Although his 41 per cent of the
popular vote in last spring’s general
election far surpassed his nearest rival,
McMasters ruled out the possibility
that he might run again with a different ticket. Calling his unsuccessful
bid for the A.S. Presidency "educational," McMasters concluded, "I’ve
seen what goes on over there and I
don’t like it. I’m going back and continue with the progressive programs
Initiated in the business department."
A split in the Good Guys slate had
been rumored since last spring, but
evidence only came to light within the
past three weeks. Friction developed
regarding Kelley’s allegedly "hawkish"
position on the Vietnam War, and his
unsuccessful attempt to have the Board
of Trustees intervene in the SJS student election.
Kelley flew to Los Angeles hoping to
contact members of the Trustees and
have them decide the complicated election question on this campus. McMastees had not been aware of Kelley’s actions, and when he found out, he reportedly sent the Trustees a telegram
informing them that. Kelley did not
represent the wishes of the Good Guys
ticket.
In the weeks since his return, Kelley

New Bookstore Opens
For Business Today
Although much moving was still being done over the weekend, Spartan
Shops. Inc. opened the doors to its new
two-level bookstore in the College
Union this morning at. 7:15.
The new store, which is almost
double the Size of the old bookstore,
was designed for looks as well as efficiency, according to Harry Wineroth,
bookstore manager.
Many new ideas aceunuilated over
the years were incorporated into the
store.
The check-out section is in the southeast corner of the store. Six cash registers can accommodate the normal
business, hut the area can be conveniently expanded to handle 14 registers
(luring rush periods, said Wineroth.
LOCKERS
Located near the cheek -out section
are some 60 new lockers for students
to store books while shopping. Unlike
the old lockers at the other store, these
will be fire. Students will simply lock
supplies inside, and hold on to the
key until they’re ready to leave. law
keys will cost $1, and lockers will be
emptied by the management every
night.
All test hooks will be located on the
lower level. Books will be sectioned off
affronting to classes, as has been done
in the past.

repeatedly acted without the approval
of his running mates. Thursday evening, speaking at an impromptu press
conference, Kelley told Spartan Daily
reporter Candy Bell he could be resigning from the Good Guys slate. In his
statement he made serious accusations
against members of his ticket, past
A.S. President Dick Miner, and three
unidentified administrators.
REPEATS (’BARGES
He repeated the charges Friday, saying, "The administration sat and
watched student government for seven
months. It’s in horrendous shape, but
the administration refuses to step in.
I’m resigning so that I can take this
problem to the Trustees as a student,
not a candidate. It’s time they step in."
Kelley revealed that he had been
"warned" by three administrators that
if he continued to push the matter with
the Trustees, "it would be fixed" so
that he wouldn’t graduate. "That just
made me madder," he declared.
After his brush with the administration, Kelley reportedly sent a telegram
to the Attorney General of the State of
California, "informing him of the situation."
"I’ve been in constant contact with
the Trustees," Kelley explained, "and
I hope that I can he put on the agenda
for the next meeting (Oct. 2S-29)."
At his impromptu press conference
Thursday evening, Kelley charged his
ticket had received nearly $5,000 in
campaign contributions last. spring - a
direct violation of the election code.
This statement led to an exchange of
words between Kelley and McMasters
on Friday. McMasters was asked by
reporters if he had received any outside support during the spring campaign, to which he answered, "I received no outside aid."
Kelley was asked the same question,
and said, "I’d rather not comment on
financial matters at, this time, but I
will answer all your questions next
week."
ALLEGED CONTRIRI,TORs
Kelley had previously listed Globe
Printing, Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Smith, and the American Independent Party as contributor’s to the
Good Guys campaign.
Rob Foss, third member of the controversial ticket, was unavailable for
comment.
One of the people that Kelley leveled
an attack at was Robert Martin, dean
of students. Kelley stated that Marstudent governtin’s philosophy on

ment is that if the students want to
destroy student government, let them.
The former treasurer hopeful said he
does not really disagree with Martin’s
philosophy, but said that he and other
administrators are "paranoid" about
coming to students with a problem
they have been overlooking and asking them to resolve it.
He also said that Martin has the
dean of students job for only a year
and this, according to Kelley, is why
Martin is disinterested.
Student governmental officials were
also blasted by Kelley. He labeled
them as rather incompetent. However,
Jim McMasters did not agree.
"I believe too much in student autonomy," he said in reply to Kelley. He
said there are people who can handle
student government and cited the Experimental College, the Educational
Opportunity Program and the War
Convocation as examples.

Businessman’s
Meet Features
Hansberger
Rohert V. Bomberger, president of
the Boise Cascade Corp., will be on
campus Thursday and Friday to "talk
to as many students as possible" in this
year’s Distinguished Businessman Seminar series.
Sponsored by the School of Business,
he will speak on "Society and Its Organization" in Morris Dailey at 11 ii.m.
Thursday to begin his two-day visit.
A faculty and student reception in
the College Union Pacifica Room
precede the address.
The remainder of Thursday and Friday will be spent in class discussions,
receptions, and honorary luncheons.
Hansberger, 49, is a member of the
Young President’s Organization, a
group of corporation presidents who
made their first million before age 40.
He became the Boise Cascade head
11 years ago when it %vas a trio of ailfit-n;
ing lumber companies. The
reached sales of nearly $1 billion last
year.
It is now the largest industrial cortsiration in its home base state of Idaho
and ranks one-hundredth in Fortune
Magazine’s 1968 directory of top U.S.
corporations.

A storage area is located in the rear
of the lower level. An elevator and conveyer belt will facilitate the transporting of supplies upstairs.
23,000 FEET
The new store, whieh covers a total
floorspace of 23,000 square feet (more
than 10,000 square feet larger than the
old store), can only he entered from
the second level of the College Union;
either through an outside door or an
entrance directly off one of the lounge
areas.
The upper level will consist of all
non -text book items. A hook section
behind the check-out area will contain
best-sellers and paperback books. This
area ean be closed off from the rest
of the store so, eventually, students will
be able to purchase these types of
hooks after the rest of the store closes.
A special opening in a wall on the
lower level will provide an ideal location for the re -purchase of books at
semester’s end, said Wineroth.
Open hours for the bookstore will remain the same for a while, 7:15 a.m.
to 7 p.m. However, beginning this
week, the bookstore will be open on
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Eventually, Wineroth said, the entire
bookstore will stay open until 7:30 on
weekdays, and the special book section will be open until 11 pin.

THE BIG MOVE A
salesman and a clerk study the display area of the
23,000 square feet of the new Spartan Shops, Inc. Bookstore. The new store
is located on the first and second levels of the new College Union on Ninth
Street.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: On Tuesday, Oct. 14, th Spartan Daily printed a letter from Professor McPhrson in which h announced his intention to
hold a silent protest during his class time on Oct.
15. He held his protest, and immediately afterward
wrote down his thoughts.
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Records Open to Students
\ II) 1. NIWBSCIN
Bs
X s. Interim Treasiirer
I am writing this 11.tier for the %ast ma(III 110t
joril, ol -11111,111..
11111111 gosernment and the
111..
poltiteal matieuxuring that is hidden heit.
Wilt -truth- can easily appear as sound
red...n.111.2 lo the uninformed or the oxerly
emotional person. Frank Haber wrote. a
hinting that Rill
leiter hi the Dail%
and I are attempting to box the
I
eleetions and are al -0 U1%111%1’11 111
,..11 other -shady ,Ieaul. I nfortimately.
it i- liii tilt to sititpl clarifx many of
his as -mop11r. Ilaber’s statementpletely false.
thins in many cases are r
1.1’. SPOT
Either IHing uninformed or attempting
lilt’ 111111.11t lui.uI. NIr. Haber
\ Its dii Itill Laiittan lease the
:eked
short stirsic, presidential -lot sacutiti.fii the 1.S. constitution shows that in
ed. a S acancy in the sire prt.-itletitial
-lot. the s ice chairman of Student I outwit
I,, the avant situ 1iri-1,11111.
sinee l’am Hubbard is a sopho{hoses
mot,. she cannot assume the off ice of %ire
presitlent. For this reason the s i.ipresiwas frozen. l’am Ilidiliard
dential
is currentls pirforming all ’Iodic- u. the
1.S. sic,. president in an acting rapacity
mu of Bill.- repect for her position it% 111..11111111 all Id Council.
\Ir. Haber also implies that Bill Lantment ’of myself was forced
gan.- api
Iii can-, of Bill’s 1114.11 of a treasurers signature to release funds. ’ibis is also a
a-somption. Simple reading of the
eim-titution would show. that }till can take
the -id, uuiiliuirits upon himself either with
or without a treasurer for signing for A.S.
ffairs Rusifood- exoept that student
Felse uur
lit ii,. through
lie-oirle A att-_ are full-time managers with
sTitotio -tali hi superxise and audit all
allocations. ’Ir. !falter states that there is
..%% 1111’11
S11.0011 of As.ociated Student f
an ele.ction cam1’1111111 I1. 11.4.11 Ill
paign.- 1 hi- statement is an 01111 and out
Ii.-. NI/ luiculu’s front the Associati.il Student.- budget 1.1111.-111.111 ;11.1411111k rould eser
It,. or h’. Iii.’. 1.ser be.en_ used to finanve
mix .lection.
1.S. WORKERS
1Ir. Haber then (deserts implies that the
siork-tools program is iied motels to pay
students yam are ins oh ed in Rill Langan" campaign plans. Why did lie fail to 1111111011 that 0111 of smell paid work--titil
students. txxli ;ire Associate student secrepolitical:
taries. whose sole f unction is
Collego 111111
two work for the Exper
A% ere kept ciii from last tar. a fact that was
easily attainable. if Mr. Haber had bothered to ask. The last three assistants perfor the Associated
form a direct finic
Students. My assistant is a 3.5 business
major whose only jolt is to assit me in
financial matter.: Bill’s other lisoa-i,tatit,
help him carry out administrant,- ilaperuork and the sastly thiportant job of loth-

Moratorium; Athletics
A Friend’s Letter

lie relar s. If Mr. Ilither is suggesting
that the selection of Ntork-.Ittily personnel
to the exiIoitise dikes should he 11011I.
t the
-odely
tile basis of skill. will
emosideraiiim of personal trust. he is a
was.
bigger fool than I thought
ACCOI
Mr. lialier also suggests that Account
No. :111.1.a1 !Piddle Relations I which has a
limit of S50. could is used to buy campaign leaflets. brochures and pamphlets.
1. -tigge-tion to \Ir. Haber is to take an
indepth look at Sellate Bill Pt and the
working relationship between niy office
and Student Affair- Business Office. \Toney
released through the 1ssociated Students
George 11 alb:, assistant
i- super% ised
Int-ine-- manager. V illiam Felse. ha-incaffairs mati.tger: and Glen Cuttorni-en.
financial director tof San Jose State College.
1, ithout their approsal and supers ision. it
Is.
is litti.rly impossible to release any f
thins ill
Mr. Halter offer- set eral sti
leTheders_ if lie i.yer take- office as
presidu.nt. First. he all.. for a complete
.11111 l
prellf.nni%t. allflit of 1111. SSI/1.11111.11
students budget. a task that :dreads has
been performed Its an independent auditing agu-lil’s for a cost of 82.000. the results
of %%bide found no discrepancies.
Haber also suggest- that Jim NIcNlasters
"plug the loophole- and inequities before
the results of Langan"- Ithinele.ring and 1111.
ruts tour stuck!’ governeilllea I 1/1/111.11.,
ment’s antotiont!, from the trusters, Nam
are just itching for reasons like thew to
11111 444 4 more controls 1111
TEST OF TIME
Time will tell whether your statements,
Inure lo destroy
NIr. Ilaber. hase
fr
the
-tiolent goNernment.,. ant
Trustees than ours lime done to emotitme
that autonomy. To the student hods at
large., I %%mild like to urge them, if they
g 1111.
’1‘
have any questions at all e
ll‘f of their 44444 ney, to contact me and re 1.1.1%e a complete budget and a detailed
explanation of my jolt. For those who
would like it, go beyond this. I urge them
to
it, contact A .it and ask for permiss
look at all reccipt.: and requisition forms
that are as ailable and open to the students
ill iii-iiffiee.

(;n4 Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty membeis on matters affecting the canvas and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should he typed double spared
on a 40-space line.

I respect the power of the press. That power, if abused, is dangerous. Furtherrnote, any
paper which gets a reputation for being subjective will lose the confidence of its readers
No newspaper should stray from the high principles of fair play.
Now tell me, in the name of good journalism, was it worth it?
Bruce MeCiellin
AOSICI3
Editor’s Note: Yes.

Editor:
Recently I i’Vt,IN CIt a blur from a friend,
which may I’, ot inteve,1 to those involved in
the Moratorium. seheduled for Oct. 15, and
which should be of interest to those not involved. He is stationed at an Army base on
the west coast.
". . .I believe that a day will come when
all Juin will leave the military establishments
of this sad old planet stranded with their own
ranting and raving and forget the poison of
the words nationalism, polities, and patriotism.
In their place will Ix. the words humanitarianEditor:
ism, love, and charity. I will actively particiIt is generally true that the people of the
pate in this insurrection of those old destrucUnited States want to continue to enjoy the
tive values far more honorable than death.......t.ba, principles of freedom which the govern - ...inerit is theoretically deigned to. Protect. To
and dc,struction. If anything, I’m the most dan-.
gerous thing to tlic military because I think
protect our freedoms, it may become necesthese things and discuss them, hoping to consary to fight for them.
vince the next hail that times and conditions
Many people want unconcerned individuals
must changr. ’Fit have a blank mind and reto become concerned about the role of the
main silent sets no pattern for change and inUnited States in Vietnam because some day
fects the system with deadly decadence."
these individuals will become really concerned
arsielitI3st3m8tey
when their friends, relatives or they themselves are required to make that, oftentimes,
one-way trip to Vietnam. These people say
that the time to act is now --not after someCouldn’t A !lend
one has been killed.
They are right. We must become concerned
Editor:
now with not only the preservation of life, but,
I speak anonymously because of the harassalso, the preservation of freedom South Vietment I would have to endure, as well as the
nam is a brother to the United States in the
fear of losing my ,job. I wish to ask the Acacause of freedom. We can’t just give her to
demic. Council and Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, chairthe enemy. History has shown that attempts
man of the Vietnam Convocation of Oct. 15
to appease, by concession, those who would
why the convocation was exclusively for faclake away our freedom are useless as was
ulty and students. Information sheets handed
the case when Hitler was given Czechoslovakia
out at the convocation noted that the convoin an effort to appease him. Obviously, he
cation was supported by the community and
didn’t stop. The donation of Czechoslovakia
clerical groups of San Jose. Are we, as supserved merely to weaken Europe - not to
port service csriployees, not acceptable by any
protect it.
group? Not to include us for something as
We cannot wait until we are on our deathimportant as the convocation shows the utter
beds to become concerned about the deaths
contempt that the Administration must have
of our brothers in Vietnam. But, by the same
for our status or the lack of human thoughttoken, we cannot wait until our freedom is
fulness.
in its deathbed to become concerned with the
In order to attend the two-hour convocaimpending death of freedom in South Viettion. I was forced to take vacation time to
nam. We cannot be too hasty in leaving South
join others who freely attended. I object to
Vietnam alone in her fight for freedom lest
this definite discrimination made of the supwe, too, stand alone.
port service employees. Since my teenage
tilt-nn I.. mequeen
sons may soon be called upon to serve in this
cutung Fresturuin
foolish war I wanted to stand together with
others to show my feelings no matter what
position I hold in employment.
If another convocation is planned for San
Jose State emnpus in the future is it possible
Editor:
to include ili, .iiiiport service employees?
Concerning the Spartan Daily Oct. 8 when
N,tilse Withheld by Request
Sports Editor Kevin Doyle rankest the SJS
football team as having the third toughest
schedule on the West Coast.
It seems to me that Mr. Doyle is making
excuses for the three previous losses the
Editor:
Spartans have suffered. How can a sports
On Moratorium Day, the Spartan Daily went
editor of a major college paper say that SJS
underground. The reasons below are typical
has a harder schedule than Stanford, Cal, Oreof the underground press.
gon, Oregon State, and UCLA?
1. The paprr was subjeetive. The tone of
All these teams play one another in the
many of the news stories, instead of being
tough Pacific Eight Conference. Stanford, for
neutral, gave a definite impression. And the
example, whom Doyle rates sixth on the chart,
banner headline, "obituary," and the "gravemust play Purdue, USC, UCLA, Oregon State
yard" picture was out-and-out editorializaand Cal. Speaking of Cal, it has to face Texas,
tion.
USC, Rice, Indiana, UCLA, Oregon state and
2. The paper monopolized the subject. How
Stanford, Mr. Doyle ranks them four below
many words does it take to get the news
SJS on the list.
across?
don’t see how this so-called poll can rank
3. The paper was too one-sided. At lea.st
UOP, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona State or
the Daily gave the "opposition" 12 inches of
even San Diego State with such teams as Texspace to the "pro-side’s" 100 plus.
as, USC, UCLA or Purdue.
4. Some stories had emotional undertones.
I think the Spartan football team members
No reporter should let his emotions govern
are doing the best they can and they don’t
what he writes; he shouldn’t lot his feelings
need sports editors covering up for them. Mr.
spill over into the news eolumns.
Doyle should know his sports before he wtites
I want the war to stop, hut that’s not the
about them.
Issue. The issue is, can a paper remain obJohn Le Tournentt
jective and responsible despite the biases of
A15001
the staff.

Freedom Fight

Sports Ranking

’Lind erground Press’

Nine students showed up! I 11011.1 I.
st of them. But if
showed tup. so.11
didn’t
t iiiii e? I suppose I should has e
asked people to j
nie. Oh. what the
hell! ’ti as he my protest against the lack
of urea list- thbokitig wasn’t a good idea. lit
anger. I Vail alwais say that dull po.ople
like dull things ...
Ger_ silence git es you a f iiiii ty feeling.
Alost of the students sitting w ith me appear
to need to do s
thing so they read. I
guess their experience with silence is limited. Too haul
it can be a refreshing
experience.
Notice Inns I
I each sound appears
%lien v MI are engrossed in silence?
One sturlint is reading "The Red Badge
of Courage- ... I must read it again.
Otte of my nine sits in silence for about
list- latitudes. then she ’is rites down a short
phrase. V (miler what she writes?
Students are rushing tip and down the
hall. ’Floe Dean of Education passes by
the door with a large group. How come
hiu h.uth at the Consocation milli our acting presidelit? Nlay be he u ill catch the
act on TV.
Nine students! The.y all appear sincere.
Professors are a rather odd lot. Most will
not say anything Ns 111.11 you strike out on
your own. Remember the old days when Al
Porter. P11.1).. was the campus iconoclast.
And his brown bag and hook al 1
.11. Ile
has inellutwed. 1ppears a. It
as a pussy
cat. 11 miller if he teaches his classes on
schedule?
As I look at the nine students, they
le. I think
bugs most of them.
It is near tinie for His protest if/ (.1111.
Students are beginning to flake off. ’The
Convocation is a big success if mind iers
mean anything.
Sall Francisco Stale st mien Is planted
crosses in the grass to make it look like
a cemeter. I hear you will remember it
for a long time. That’s class. How can Sun
Jose State become a university when most
of its student and faculty leaders still
think and act more like secondary school
people? How long will the words of the
speakers be remembered? Long enough
for the Spartan Daily to write an article!
Glad I did not hear them ...
t admit my
Only nine showed up. I
. . Butt I
mini -protest was it washout
enjoyed the silence and the wonderful
nine. So perhaps it wasn’t a colossal failure.
Just a tt i ill i-success.
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Fashion Makes Progress Since ’52
took heart and swiped ban
iv
by BRUCE HEILI.V
a ,h,e of pie. an action which
Daily Feature Editor
later drew CI iticlam fri tin the
The last fashion show I attendhead "leftover-pie counter
ed was in 1952 when the girls in
Following prelitninary intromy kindergarten class modeled
ductions of those vital to the
the latest thing in playsuits to
success of the show and a minor
the boredom of every male memrepair job to the microphone
ber of the assembly.
system, the program gut under
I recently broke my string of
way.
17 years without viewing a fashModels for the evening were 12
ion show when I was assigned Sc
cover &journalism talk for un- faculty wives anti two "teen"
agets from
willingly attend) the Faculty
The cormiwnl atm. ii as a model
Wives Club Fashion Show, Thursfrom 31ary’s who liked to use all
day night in the Ballroom of the
sorts IA’ words like "would j.fff,
College Union.
believe ju.i $20." "doesn’t
’t’’’
After one of the Spartan
Daily’s ace photographers and I,
were drafted as piano movers by!
the piano player for the evening,
Mrs. li elen Peterson. music di- i
rector at Peterson High School.
the pace quickly dropped.

i

Julie Menendez, wife of the SJS soccer
PRETTY MODEL Mrs.
coach, was one of the 12 faculty wives to model fashions from
Macy’s at Thursday night’s Faculty Wives Club fashion show
held in the College Union ballroom.

The approximately 200 ladies,
all nicely dressed and evidently
enjoying themselves, sat down
for coffee and a dessert that
looked like some type of pie.
As all good photographers do,
the ace photographer became
hungry while viewing the dining
scene from a quiet corner.
Various plots to relieve one of
the ladies of her dessert failed
until a kind and generous wait - 1
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and other

iheir effect on flie
p ..of fsififled

by Dr. John

looldfifm at

noon in th,

ROOM of

the

entomology (the study of insects)
and is f Airrently doing research
on plant -insect ecological diversity and coevolution.

\r.il

environment

Dr. Ifessel has published several alt ides on insect life.
Born in New York City 35
years ago, Dr. liessel received his
A.B. in biology from Harvard
College in 1936. lie subsequently
earned his masters and doctorate
in entomology from the University of Arizona.
Dr. Hessers teaching background is diverse. He has taught
high school mathematics, biology,
chemistry, physics and coached
varsity basketball and baseball.
Ile was a teaching assistant
if) entomology at the University
Arizona in 1964 and ’65.

Idnon.

Dr. I lesser); led ure, "Pesticides
and the Environment," is the
third in the Experimental Colleges l’..(’, ,1.171111ar nit cooing,
cflenfrfl Crisis."
The
po, doe’ oral
fir. 1 If- ,
Coiversi(y,
fellow
specif,loa, ,f)
HuI, .

-L

1

Itla 1 i ;II With

Following Dr. Hessel’s lecture
will be a question and answer
John Zierold, a lobbyist in Sacramento for the Planning and
Conservation League, is the next
scheduled speaker, Oct. 28.

to-y
ilandeu

’Pill’ Production
Volunteers are needed by the
Radio TV News Center (RTNC)
to help in the production of a
five-part series discussing "The
Pill" to be aired on Channel 11
Nov 10-14.
All interested college women
who have, at any time, for any
reason, .used "The Pill" should
contact Evelyn Fierro at 272-1502
or the RTNC office, JC202.

**.**************.
TICKETS
ON
SALE

HAIR
Oh! Calcutta!

We found hirn
andheld on to hint
. long enough to gather

"The Bkiomutone"

CHARLIE BROWN
JACQI ’ES BREL
Li

Boys in the Band
All Major
Theatre
Sports Events
And
Special Attractions

FO R CAST )
Fcescosi Records is o divis.on CI
Metro-Goldwyn.Moyer Inc

Verve/

912 TOWN &
COUNTRY VILLAGE

: Open Mon. -Fri. 10-5:30
Sat. 10-3
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All through the Program Mrs.
Petersonwas playing things Elks’
"Shine on Harvest Moon," "You
Must Have Been a Beautiful
Baby." and "Yankee DootUe" on
her student body fund-supplied
piano.

the

About the neatest thing she
wote all evening was a two piece
white outfit. The top part looked
like a thigh -length Nehru jacket
while the bottom looked like bellbottoms. The outfit seemed highly practical since the commentator said the top could be worn
%%about the bottom.

pt

The show was a success as far
as turn-out goes with all the
tables full and pie plates empty.
The world of fashion has certainly advanced since the play.
suit clays of 1952.

Jet Charter Flights

NEW YORK

ROUND TRIP

LONDON

ROUND TRIP

LV. DEC. 19
LV, DEC. 20

S

1

$135

JAN. 3
RTN.
RTN. JAN. 4

$249

LV. DEC. 19
RTN. JAN. 4
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
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The other teenager from Macy ’s
WI, an SJS student Sue Maynor.
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For Reservation Information Phone (415) 3924513
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!tarter Flights
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LEARN HOW YOU CAN READ FASTER WITH
EQUAL OR BETTER COMPREHENSION.
You’ll discover various study methods and
procedures.
This is a Special One Hour Introductory
Lesson.
You’ll learn the rate of your reading speed.
We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a
rapid reader through the use of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Techniques.
For the first time we are offering a special one-hour introductory
lesson to provide you with a glimpse of what it is like to be a
rapid reader. You’ll actually participate in the techniques that
will improve your reading and comprehension. You’ll find that
there’s no particular magic to becoming a speed reader,... the
real ingredient is mastering the proper techniques. Students,
educators, businessmen and housewives, over 500,000 of them
have mastered the Evelyn Wood method and the late President
Kennedy was sufficiently convinced of its value to invite Evelyn
Wood to the White House to train his staff. The only investment
your part is one hour of your time ... we think that’s a small
price to pay for what could lead to financial profit and hours
upon hours of enjoyment. Decide for yourself at a Free Introductory Lesson at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute.

on

FREE LESSON TO BE HELD AT
SAN JOSE INSTITUTE
Bryant & Stratton
College of Commerce
2115 "The Alameda"
(408) 293-7406
WED. OCT. 22nd 8:00 p.m.
THURS. OCT. 23rd 8:00 p.m.

EvelynWooc
Reading Dynamics
Institute
2118 Milvia Street

Phone 246-1160

11,/lIt’l

th.t!

SAN JOSE
BOX OFFICE
:

I. I

FREE
INTRODUCTORY
SPEED
READING
LESSON

Hesse! To Discuss
Dangerous Pesticides
,1:111!

.

button,. ,L
be front of the
dress."
The highlight of the evening
for me, heat OVer, was the appearance of the two "teenagers from
Mary’s."
tot cared in the
The
Zimmer, a
number
11,1!
tot!! ht..
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Berkeley, Calif. 94704

pm
Water Polo Action
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in Spartan lard
, email!, confines of Stanprirved too much and
SJS fell 8-6. its second loss to
the Indians. Stanford t aka 5-3
win against the Spartuns to
weeks agir
Bill Genits scored eight c
in the three games to lead SJ
scorers aline Stan Weiss added
t is e.
Reset-se Ed Samuels tied Gerdts
as high scaler with three each in
the Spartan victory over previously unbeaten Chico.
Craig Sprain notched 0,,’
.1.,,gain tie Gerdts for scriring
..T, .11..’,6110 R.111,,f11

E
Student to make crosiers for =
= campus events. experience =
= necessary. Contact Nancy,
E 294-6414, ext. 2916.

Soul 9ced

IA KEVIN DOYLE
Dolly Sports Editor

01
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FOOD TO GO

rn Fried Chicken. Fries. Roll.
750
and Free Drink
450
..
Ilargers .
190
Tor, I:arritos.

MAGICAL MANI HERNANDEZ, 1968 North American Player
of the Year and leading scorer for the Spartan soccer team last
year, can be seen in action Tuesday night at Spartan Stadium
when SJS meets University of California (Santa Cruz) at 8 p.m.

SPECIAL

MATHIS INTERNATIONAL RESTAURANT
655 N. 6th St., 295-9691, Open Daily, 10:30-10:00

OFFER

!

Itt
Oran Ftpr fi)flup

After using our 5100 Automatic Car Wash & Wax, Your
Price for Texaco Gasoline
T sz -i

D1 v

Acid

\ is it H111

mu 61 c

11111

45 N. 1st ST.
3 DOORS NORTH OF PENNEY’S

25.
\

LIVE COUNTY music

Spartan Bruyere
\kill!

boo

discount with ASB card
Tues. Nites stag girls drinks 1/2 price

1ittiatieti

STAR BAR

kk

13th ST.
CAR WASH

S.J.

236-6141

\ "it I hilts

Ed O’Neill’s
Nut Bruyere

HOME OWNED
SERVICE STATIONS

(:01tIt 1L CLUB

297-0463

The proper 1% ay to ,moke a pipe_ is fast becoming
a lost art. litit there are still a few w ho know how.
Ed O’Neill is one, and he’ll teach ou with the
purchase I if either:

it -1,), 11111

DANCE CONTEST
MONDAY NITES

MI

11

\

faun)

$6.95
$5.95
$8.95
$7.95

ALSO
DRAWING each month for a $15 pipe. No purchasc necessary. Winners announced.

SJS head football coach Joe McMullen said after the Spartans
dropped a 43-11 decision to Arizona State that he didn’t think the Sun
Devils were that good.
And he was right.
It was more a case of the Spartans playing their v.airst game of the
season. SJS fumbled at the wrong time. Spartan quarterback Ivan
Lippi had three passes intercepted and ASU’s Art Malone and Seth
Miller did the rest.
Malone. the Sun Devils All-America fullback candidate, carried the
ball 30 times for 121 yards and two teedees while Miller’s interceptions
halted two SJS drives.
The Spartans. now 1-4 on the season and 0-1 ii) Pacific Athletic
Association play. lost their first three games by large margins but
didn’t look as bad as they did Saturday.
ASU’s first touchdown was a perfect example. The Spartans forced
the Sun Devils to punt after three plays but the kick hit SJS’ Phil
Covington and ASU recovered. With a second wind, the Sun Devils
moved down to the Spartan three before quarterback Jire Spagnolli
hurled a three-yaal pass to Dave Buchanan for a touchdown.
The Spartans bounced back three minutes later when sophomore
place-kicker Larry Barnes kicked a 39-yard field goal his second of
the season -to close the gap at 7-3.
Arizona scored three more times in the secrind quarter two touchdowns and a field goal by Ed Gallardo-- to go into the locker room at
halftime with a 24-3 lead.
To exemplify the Spartans’ performance, one teedee was scored after a short punt put the ball on their own 38: another when SJS fullback Larry Merlini to make a first down on a fake punt, and the
third when Merlini fumbled in the Spartan 30-yard line.
SJS looked as though they might bounce back ala Oregon (which
they defeated 36-34 last weeks when they scored the first points of the
second half.
Halfway through the third quarter SJS had moved the ball clown to
ASU’s eight -yard line before a fourth -down pass
faded.
The Sun Devils took over and on the second play Irian scrimmage
halfback Buchanan fumbled and defensive end Jim r)rasso recovered
on the six. SJS’ Larry Merlini carried the ball in from there sin the
first play. Lippi’s pass to Butch Ellis was good for the two-point conversion and SJS trailed 24-11 the last time the game was close.
And again the roof caved in on top of the Spat-tans.
Malone scored on runs of one and two yards and Lenny Randle, who
is at ASU on a baseball scholarship, showed he can handle the weird
shaped ball also, racing 76 yards for the final score on a punt return.
Lippi did show signs of improvement in the contest. Although his
receivers were well covered in the first half he picked up 110 yards
IS for 151 through the air 60 by sophomore Ellis, 33 by tight end
Mark Woods and ’24 by versatile mini -back Glenn Massengale.
Lippi ended up with 233 yards passing compared to ASU’s 158, but
the SOO Devils out -rushed the Spartans 174 to 73.
SJS halfback Frank Slaton, who hurt his ankle in the Oregon game,
sustained a re-injury on the Spartans’ third play of the game when he
was tackled on a play that didn’t count because of a penalty.
Tailback Mike Scrivner and tackle Jim Ferryman saw action for the
first time since they were injured in the Stanford ripener. Scrivner
played some of the second quarter and most of the second half while
Ferryman played a crawly sets of dr

People who have bought hi-fi systems at Alco think they
41bEe
are as easy to operate as they are good sounding...

THEY’RE RIGHT!

ALCO
GUARANTEES
LOWEST PRICES!
If your Alco purchase is advertised
locally at a lower price within 90 days,
bring in the newspaper ad. Alco will
cheerfully refund the difference.

We’re just as interested in making the right selection for you as you are.
Alco audio specialists take meticulous care in answering all questions
and are equally careful in making proper explanations. What we’re saying is, there’s little mystery to the high fidelity, and, what there is, we’ll
clear up for you.

4.1111111111*fr
SONY

SUPER COPE

HIGH Performance... low cost
s,4 STEREO HI -Fl SYSTEM

The rapoway to Slexed

MOM

NIKKO 301 RECEIVERHere is a special caliber AM-FM Multiplex
performance ... from a system designed especially for the great
sound in stereo. The Nikko STA-301 system achieves a new dimension in compact design and capabilities, without sacrificing the qualities that mode the Nikko line famous! Walnut case optional.
LIST PRICE $1F9.95
GARRARD SG MK II 4-SPEE0 AUTOMATIC CHANGER
Here’s famous Garrard quality and engineering al reasonable cost

.... LtSI PI!ZE $44.1j
LIST PRICE

GARRARD I -I BASE

New 252-D Stereo Tape Deck

$1195
Solid snot,’ 4 tr.. stereo tope le, - the 252-0 Off
the air or front your thvorne record albums. And the
252-0 lets you make multtple recordings. Or even
build a tremendous tape library. So don’t waitl Start
getting full enjoyment out of your stereo sound system. Come in today and see the Sony Model 252-0
for yourself.

14.95

PA -C STEREO CARTRIDGE Value priced micro magnetic cartridge
this deluxe hi -f) component system
LIST PRICE $17.95
(2) TEMPO MK. I SPEAKERSComplete speaker sy erns in oiled
!Ii d-y--vative fabric front trim LIST PRICE $59.90
wainlil cub,qet:

Incomparable at Any Price

engineered to balance

$2095
Model 355 stereo thiee.huod tope deck recorder.
True high fidelity response at three and three quarter speed! fifteen new Sony features including built.
in patching switch for sound -on -sound. Three
speeds, noise suppressor switch and scrape flutter
filter.

puts

LIST PRICE $287.25

SPECIAL PURCHASE PRICE
COMPLETE SYSTEM

$1

SAVE $87.30I

9995
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Alco
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Few Bright Spots
In Spartan Loss

Two Weekend Wins
Sinai silt
polo hex isser ti r
11.11 siatuts but two -11.ci It:
tIrn to SJS in a busy weekend.
The Spartans demidished Cal
poly Pomona. 17-9. and whipped
i
Chic. Slat, 1 It

."51
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. The West’s largest and most complete home electronics center

home electronic coders

TV

Stereo

High Fidelity Components

Electronic Parts

Commercial Sound ... since 1945

LOS ALTOS

CAMPBELL

SANTA CLARA

SAN JOSE

4916 EL CAMINO REAL

1625 CAMPBELL AVE.

2369 EL CAMINO REAL

80 SOUTH 2ND ST. or
79 SO. 3RD ST.

(South of Son Antonio Rd.)

(Opposite Kirkwood Place)

(it San Tomos Expwy.)
(TV & SURF 0 ONLY)

A diri;Ooh of Airo--ParamountiNelson’s
948-8273

379.7210

296-0430

(Forking Tickets

voidatco

297-7111

gionmsoo.

THERE’S AN ALCO STORE NEAR YOU ... OPEN ’TIL 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS ... SAT. ’TIL 6 P.M.

Condemning Book Review

Faculty Recital Features
Harpist Nancy Gustayson

U.S. Military Labeled ’Monster’
lit WALT YOST
i int. Arts Editor
.1

:reign policy, and the Vietnam eonflict, ever spoken by men
in high positions.
Their discussion and conclusions are now available in the
paperback book, "American Militarism 1970." Among those attending the conference were Senators George McGovern ,D-SD.,,
Gaylord Nelson ID-WiSd. William
Saxbe IR-Ohio,: and Representatives Philip Burton of San Francisco. and Don Edwards of Sun
Jose.

I his year a great
descended on
met to din’’1 control
,1. called "a
cikenstein’s
. . destroy
.
alluded to

Many of the strongest Congressional opponents (if the Vietnam
War attended. What they said
includes some of the harshest
condemnations
tout
intelligent
loll.In I 110 military.

Our wondrously confused war
in Vietmun is singled out as a
failure ut Congress "to supervise
the armed forces and overseeing
their use in foreign wars."
The war itself, they emphasize.
"must he ended ... at the earliest
possible date." As war-critic Professor George Kahin of Cornell
says. "So far as the political facts
of life in Vietnam are concerned,
most of the American public .
and a great many members of
Congress have been led by Alice
through Wonderland for so long
now that it is difficult for them
to perceive the reality on this side
of the mirror."
Sen. Gaylord Nelson adds, "we

GASOLINE
Regular (95 Octane)

27.
30.

Ethyl (100 + Octane)

By VICKI RANDALL
Fine Arts Writer
Take a chopped -up script, a
dab of homosexuality, more than
a pinch of prostitution, about a
drop of incest, and you have the
major ingredients of "Justine."

Puritan Oil Co.
&

Keyes
William

TEXT BOOKS
"OVER
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Coen Nights
Monday thre
Thursday
All Day Saturday
Parking
Free
Lots of

Open Tonight
Until 9:00 P.M.
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ENGLISH St wraus

Directed by Roberto Santos, this film
"calls into question basic truths concerning the nature of man and his religion."
Mon. Oct. 20
Umunhum Room

25c students
7 & 9:15 p.m.
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At FMC
the only thing
we promise you
is a great
chance
Whateller TDB Interest-1March, design, enginasent, ’induction.
Tnarketing
tend Wide span opportunity at FMC Chemicals. Our
growth, both in technological advancement and sales volume, has been
outstanding. We’re one of the four diversified groups that comprise
FMC Corporation’s world -wile operationssales exceed $1 billion.
We need people for sales with B.S. degrees in Chemistry and chemical
engineering; for process, maintenance, design, Industrial, and mining
engineering with B.S. degrees in chemical, electrical, industrial,
mechanical and mining engineering, and for research and develop.
ment with B.S., m.s. or Ph.D. degrees In chemistry and chemical engi(leering. Our locations span the nation.

FMC
Chemicals
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Gustayson in the perlsinnitni, ,r1
Vincent Persichetti’s "Serena&
No. 10 for Flute and Iharp." " Intrr alLtetioll rtrul Allegro fin Harp.
Suing Quartet, Flute, and Clarinet,- by Maurice Ravel will conclude the recital.
Mrs. Gustayson has lai’ll’,101,41
in tnany musical organization,

.11414)411Till
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f water-reslocing I. actrorn ruhclOs temporary firt: Men--, r
strual weight gain. (That eagsli4p to 7 pounitV1 Slari,
taking TR F:NDAR 4 to 7 damPbaKirethat time. It’ll
’.
or‘...
make.you look bete& ardifeel better, i

TRENNiArp

and u graduate of the
of California at Berkeley. Sin
has been a member of the ino-i.

’

faculty at SJS for seven ytim and has participated in string
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TRENOAR IrMAKES Ml/GLAD MAE A GIRL’
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"We build ’em bigger!"

Homosexuality, Prostitution,
Main Ingredients of ’Justine’

only at

foil

The hearty sounds of a harp
will be emanating from SIS’s
Concert Ihal Thursday when
Asst. Prof. of Music., Mrs. Nancy
Gustaf son, plays her harp at a
faculty recital sponsored by the
Music Department. The recital
will begin at 8:15 Icm. and is free
to the public.
Paul Hindesmith’s -Sonata"
will open the program, and "Sonata- by Jan Dussek, a classical
composer, will follow Also includril in this part of the program
are Nicholas Flagello’s "Bet’Whirlan,
"Prelude:
wind" by Carlos Salzedo, both of r
whom are contemporary composers.
Following
the
intermission.
Mrs. Katherine Sorenson, woodwind instructor, will join Mrs. I

n .krs.vs

54.iat,

Deviated Movie Review

ourself and save

.1lli &

c:ifin.t find a reason anymore for
being in Vietnam, and neither can
the kids. They aren’t going to
kill people and get killed for no
cause at all.
What these prominent men
have said is no new revelation
to students and other "radicals"
of the anti -war movement. But
the fact that our elected officials,
actual members of Congress. are
mobilizing their opinions in a
collision course with the U.S. military, is unusual.
For those who still have faith
in America’s democratic institutions, hope remains. This war
may still he abandoned if the
"doves" continue to grow. Really,
only these men can forestall any
"revolution."

SPETh
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1NTERVIEWs ON CA AIM,
OCTORFR 23,

Ign)

An Egon/
Enstaluer

Take a
Chance
Talk with FMC
for

detailed infonatatitsa, write to Mr. G. A. Mayer
FMC Chemicals, 633 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

with fervor. When tears are
Adapted for the screen from
needed, he cries. When drunkenLawrence Durrett’s tempestuous
ness is the thing, he is drunk. But
novel about Alexandria and its
he is believable and carries it off
peoples, the movie version ju_st
doesn’t make it. When thinking
All in all, "Justine" isn’t much.
about what the story is about,
But if you like sordidness and
it is really difficult to say. There’s
can stand to play mental gymDarley (extremely reminiscent
nastics with an untenable script,
of Alan Bates’ role in "Zorba
don’t miss it.
the Greek" I, Nessim Haznani, a
well-to-do Egyptian businessman’ 1000000000000000000000W
who is dutifully involved in various revolutionary movements,
Pursewarden, the British attache
to the ambassador, Melissa, the ,
sweet and heart-of-gold type prostitute, and of course Justine,
Nessim’s wife.
’rhe story opens as Justine is
in the depths of Alexandria,
searching among child prostitutes
for her kidnapped
daughter.
Pursewarden. the flippant yet
terribly disturbed eternal bachelor, rushes to her aid exclaiming.
"What is it this time?" Thus the
viewer is led to expect an eccentric, neurotic woman. But not
once throughout the movie does
she exhibit any neurosis or hysteria.
The plot moves along as Justine
and Darley, the naive school
teacher whose poverty forces him
to cook potatoes in his sink, gravitate toward each other. The inevitable affair results. with Justine the provocateur, Darley, the
bewitched. Of course, Justine’s
motives are far from lovethey
are for the "cause" she and her
husband so strongly uphold.
In the midst of this jumbled
multi -plot falls Pursewarden the
Clever. He, it seems, is so in love
with his sister that his life is
ruined.

BIC BARNEYfi
That’s our exclusive double -deck hamburger with
two pure beef patties, on a 3 -piece bun, with cheese,
crisp lettuce, pickle, and our own special sauce.
It’s a meal in itself and it’s delicious!

49’

RED BAni,,

\ Where it’s fun to eat
/Tt

’AA

causes cavities

BAD!
Captivate her with

The one thing that saves this
movie from total obscure jumble
is the acting. Granted they don’t
have much to work with, hut
I’
Anottk Aimee as Justine and Dirk
Bogarcle as Pursewarden give
outstanding performances.
Miss Aimee has the quality I
role needs. She is not beautii id
but possesses a certain strength Si
and attractiveness.
,
Bogarde plays his usual mixedself, but he does it well and

-Wolveri

ktk,
/$e

up

Mirie

9th & Santa Clara

4c-0 rtg-4’401- VALUABLE 4 OUPON- AZAt5,
111141111liii5

THE GREAT
SKI SWAP

Hi Were New

NE
BIG BOARNEY

FREE

With the purchase of one BIG BARNEY .4th. regular price of 49.
LIMIT 1 BIG BARNEY PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
one Time. Clip and present to RED BARN at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

in
SELL
TR. IDE
01.ER 35.000 SKI ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

NAME

AND

ADDRESS

OKTOBERFEST

OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 21, 1969
Calif ornia Forai
.....

Saturday, October 25, Noon ’til Midnight
Expo Hall, Santa Clara Fairgrounds

....

....

....

.....

y

YOU MAY WIN A FREE
DINNER WITH THIS COUPON

EXHIBITS FREE SKI MOVIES DANCING
FREE PARKING DOOR PRIZES
tssioit ‘,I .511
eq

try’:

Pr

Spartaguide Students Urged To Aid
Conservation Education

TODAV
SJS Ski (Tun 7 30 p.m.. Mm.
Gym All beginners invited 1,,
at tend
TOMORROW
Alpha Fla Rho (Asiation Vra730 p.m.. AVI07. Genternit
eral meeting. Career days. fly-in
and attendance requirements lo
be diseu.ssed.
WEDNESDAY
Spanish Club, 330 p.m. Mori is
Dailey. The club is presenting
"Los Olvidados" in the classic
film series in Spanish.
Tau Delta Phl. 730 p.m.. Pacifica Room A, College Union.
Kaydettes, 6:30 p.m., MacQuarate Hall. third floor lounge. All
girls interested in joining arc
invited.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., Calaveras Room, College Union. Everyone invited. Art vita-’ to Is.
dessiisba

tut.

natural

are

resources

rapidly diminishing, and few people realize what will eventually
occur if nothing is done to
preserve them," according to
Jack Schnell, president of the
Conservation Forum.
In an effort to curb these problems a Conservation Forum has
been established to educate the
academic community and estabprograms for
necessary
lish
maintaining natural lesources.
The Forum will set up at booth
on Seventh Street, beginning
1.%eilnesday for one week. All students are urged by Schnell to
stop by and pick up various letters, handouts and petitions.
"People should become aware of
not only the specific pmblems.

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT CLASS
FC;

C.,CLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY

but of the overall problem of
population e x plos Ion, " said
Schnell.
The idea of the Forum is to
offer reasonable and intelligent
solutions to the problems which
are destroying the environment.
Schnell said, "Aside from needing financial support, the Forum
also needs willing workers, because there is a lot of work
to be done."
The adviser for the forum is
Dr. William Graf, professor of
conservation,

Burns Did
Not Change
First Name
President Ho is a bert, not a
bart. President Hobert W. Burns
of SJS fame, that is.
With all the newness involved
in being appointed acting president of a college, ’mail details
such as name spellings can easily
be overlooked. And when Dr.
Robert D. Clark left on his
merry way to Oregon, no one
really took time to officially introduce Acting President Burns,
orthographically.
Not that any students would
call him by his first name, but
it is nice to know when making
up posters, writing him letters,
and so on.
Just remember, "bert not bail."
Or what the heck, neict time
you see President Burns, just say
"Hi. Ho!"

EACH MONDAY EVENING, 7:00 P.M.
(NO CHARGE)
FIRST MEETING, OCTOBER 20TH
THE AQUARIAN FELLOWSHIP
965 PARK AVENUE
SAN ..’n5E

McGRAW-EDISON
POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION
A national

manufacturer of electrical dist’ thin ion
and transmission products will be on campus

OCTOBER 23 & 24. 1969
To interview degree candidates

WHY NOT BECOME
ONE OF

in:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

The SJS

"RELIABLES"

For positions in field sales, design and
development, production engineering,
and manufacturing engineering

We Need
TYPISTS - STENOS
SECTYS. - BKKPRS.
KEYPUNCH OPRS.

Openings are for Canonsburg, Pa.,

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Zanesville, Ohio

High Hourly Rafe

The Power Systems Division is an autonomous member of
the McGrawEdison Company, with headquarters location
in Canonsburg, Pa., eighteen miles southwest of Pittsburgh

No Contract

No Fee

MASSEY

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

Tmporary Service, Inc

TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW

Community Bank Bldg.
Suite 510

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I 1 1 W. St. John 298-5667

Memorex is a young,
growing company which is
widely diversified in
the sophisticated
computer industry. With
our growth and
diversification we are able
to offer you a creative,
stimulating environment
with an unsurpassed
ground floor opportunity.
We have openings on
the San Francisco
Peninsula for Memorex
Corporate, our Supplies

If you’re looking for a
talents will be appreciated
and put to work, then
contact your placement
office today.

be

port for SJS’ School of Business.
Puzpose of forming a separate
support group for the Business
School is to encuUrage con1MUnity business leaders to contribute to that department, according to Connie Russell, executive
director of the Alumni Association.
Miss Russell said many business alumni who wouldn’t be interested in contributing to a
"general" group, such as the
Alumni Association, may be interested in joining the new support gioup, which will focus on
the Business School only.
’BUSINESS ASSOCIATES’
Membership for the support
group will be sought by invitational rush parties, selected invi-

NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students a- d iirensed cilcts. Four aircraft,
low membership fee & monthly dues.
257-7562 or 248.8484.
LEARN TO FLY with a stable well maintained
r.lub. Join "Condor Ada.
’ion." Club has 3 Cessna 150’s at $7.50
wet. 172 $9.50 wet. For more details
call 258-7209. S. .1.
WANT A CHOICE? See our varied
& very
kdorable kittens. Cute.
different. FREE. 251-6956.
"GRAND PRIX" October 24,
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
SPARTAN

SHIELDS

Morris

IS ALIVE

AUTOMOTIVE 1.21
2 AP MAGS c h Delta Super Wide
Tread Tire:. H70,14 fits FORD, MERC..
PLYM. Balanced w/chrome lugs & locks
Mas at 736.8003.
1965 TRIUMPH Bonneville. Irnmcculate
- $700.00 529 S. 7th St. Call

MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Requirements: nee+ appearance and car, Call for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work, 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation fen. Call today. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
Now Fresh young talent for exposure.
singers dancers, musicians. New Night
Club, "Show Case East" 3469 McKee
Rd. Call 258-7521.
WANTED SHOE SALES: Pert time Tues.
& Thurs. only from either 12:00 or 1:00
until either 9:00 or 9:30. Apply J. M.
McDonald 1600 Saratoga Ave. S. J.
WE NEED HELP - Part time or full
Men, Women, Students, $100-$800/mo.
New manuf. co. has several positions.
NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING
GAINED. 967.4341.
"GRAND PRIX" October 24, Morris
Pa Inv 7:00 &_10:00 p.m. 50c.
TEMPORARY BABYSITTING On houser-, fee Heatherlee Agency 2961533.

’60 CHEV. 1/2 ton Panel Truck. New
500 mi. 243.5997.
rnr
’65 GTO 1,4ent Cond. Orig. owner.
HOUSING 151
lily
(’
dish. Rare Air. CC’d
&
spec. modified suspension Wide Ovals, metallic brakes. POSI, NOW RENTING: Hotel St. Claire. Permuch more. Must see and drive. $1675. manent occupancy $125 & up/mo. $42.50
& up/wk. All services available.
phone Bob 379.6456.
’67 VW, Excellent condition, Radio & HOUSE, 3 bdrrns., 3 blks to campus
Heater, $1300 Call 354-2210 after 5 $250.00 per month 292-9400.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share clean
P.m.
modern apt, w/extra storage. Mature.
62 CHEVY IMP, CONY. 8 cyl. R/H May move in immediately. Call Dee
AT/PS new bettigen/mfir $450. Very 286.2859 or 293.3665.
dependable 293-2212 or 964.4187.
WANT MALE ROOMMATES - for furn’66 CHEVELLE SS 283 V-8 2-dr. Hdtp. ished apt. 529 S. 10th St. #9. Drop by
Auto, equip for stereo tape or radio. before 10:00 a.m. and after 9:00 p.m.
Excel. condition. After 5, Call 969-1654. ROOMS FOR RENT - Male, $50/mo.
’65 VW-Bug, Sunroof. Must sell $1095. All utilities, parking I block from SJSC,
many extras. 155 S. 11th State It.
Male offer. Call 736-2538.
’MI FORD GAL 500 fastback, V.8, A/T.
R/H. stereo, 5 new tires, warranty. Must
sell. $2300. 732-0119.

NOW IN PAPERBACK
TOLSTOY

$1.65

BORED OF
THE RINGS

$1.00

by The Harvard Lampoon

THE PUMP
HOUSE GANG

$ .95

by Tom Wolf

Cu! Book

134 E. San Fernando

..447011100510001CCIY

FEMALE ROOMATE - Upper division
Share 2 bdrm. apt. Call 968-4496 after
5 or inquire 1212 W. Wash. #8, Sunnyvale.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES wanted to
shorn 2 bedroom apt. with two others.
351 5. 11th St. all. 286-4583. 836.25/
month.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
cozy house. Own room. 538 S. 8th
Street. San Jose.
WANTED: Roommates for 3 bedroom
duplex. Upper Div, and non-smoker pref.
(erred. Call 379-3352 after 6 p.m.
VERY LARGE APT. for 4/2 bdrm. or
6/3 bdrm. 2 bath. $55 each. 550 S. 11th.
Call 294.2426.
ROOMMATE NEEDED - 2 bedroom
unfurnished apt. on corner of W. San
Carlos & Josefe. Rent $45 - 286-4084

"GRAND PRIX" October 24,
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.

see

Morris

, U.S SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
I
Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Campicg Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
375 F. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
How! 11.6. Closed Mondays.

4 lines

I FIE HAS OPLENI712 REFEZENcES & FAN1A4TIC RECOMMENDATIor45.
I WANT YOLl -TO CALL SomEorie AT THE COLLEGE vsNERE HE. NOW
"TEACH£5 AND FINO OUT IF THEY’RE TRYING TO GET PO OF NIA"

Three days

Four days

2.00

-TR-

2.40"

2.04- -2.50 - 2.75

5 lines

-LSO- 3.00

3.25

California 95052, An Equal

6 lines

3.00- - 3.50

-3.75

Opportunity Employer.

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

CHECK
I-1 Announcements (1)
fl
0 Automotive (2)
r1 For Sale (3)
(1

AO

Phone

294-6414.

Ext. 2466

No refunds en cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Two days

.50

To Place
an ad:

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

CLASSIFIED RATES
-

.hh"

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Feet, Aircurate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service,
No contract. Free delivery in 5.1. Call
Esche’s, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for portraits, advertisements, weddings, models,
composites & portfolios, and for any
other photo purpose. Call Rich Kelso
286-1139.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
RESEARCH? Let COMPSTAD analyze
your data. Complete data processing
and statistical services. P.O. Bon 1751
La Jolla, Calif. 459.3831.

TUES.-THURS.
10-12 - 2:30-3:30

- FAST - PAINof Gold Earrings.
appointment. 2971st St. Downtown.

Minimum I
throe lines One day
One day
3 lines
1.50

SERVICES 113)

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11-1 - 1:30-3:30

FOR SALE 131
EAR PIERCING
with purchase
$7.501 Call for
Tvelyn’s, 40 S.

BE HAPPY DAVE!

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

1966 VW - Excellent condition. radio
& heater, $1.150. Call 377.5489.
1967 PONT. FIREBIRD, 326 V-8. R &H.
air rOndltionin vinyl top, 4 spd. es
cellent cond. $1895 or offer. Call 3775489.

FREE
LESS
(from
6522.

OCTOBER 18
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JOE F. !!!

2 BEDROOM APT., for rent. New paint
lob, the works! $190/mo. Reed Apts.
7th & Reed Sts., 3 blks, from campus
297-2611.
W-GLEN 4-bdrm./2 bath/dining room/
living room. 2 car garage - Call after
4:00 p.m. 948-0404 or 265-3454.
FURN. 2 RM. APT. All utilities. Santa
Clara $95. Couple only. Call 248.2360
after 4 p.m.
ROOM AVAILABLE in Moulder Hall.
Meal Ticket included. Contact at 498
S. 10th upstairs.
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE Interesting.
$2. For Life. 296.3533 days.
LOST AND FOUND lei
TRANSPORTATION 191
DISEASED MALE KITTEN, 8 wk., blond
w, big eyes. Lost 10/9 between Reed & JET CHARTERS to Earope & New York
William near 3rd around 3 p.m. Call from $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
297-2258 or 244-7722 immediately.
Prof. David Mage at 293-1033.
LOST: Girls ring, blue stone on a gold WILL CO-OPERATE in driving to and
band. at Centennial Hall ladies room. from Palo Alto daily. 327-1209 after10/13, 7 a.m. $15 reward. Great sent- noons and eves.
imental attachment. 251-8467.
REWARD: My Yellow Schwinn Paramount
bike (serial #H621) was stolen last
Fri. I will pay $25 for info, leading to
recovery. Bob. 293-2682.
SUSAN P. JANS found your w -dirt with
10s. Call Roberta’s 294.0546

’66 AUSTIN AMERICA SEDAN. Blue.
The ideal commute car, only 4000 mile:
$1495. Ph -nn 293-1540.
’62 VW transistor ignition. must
to appreciate. 287-5117.

PERSONALS 17)

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Avenue, Santa Clara,

MEMOREX

"7Ite Siffea ?ja’,ne9,, Cleetinf"

’66 IMPALA HARDTOP, auto. V-8. air
cond., power brake & steering. Deluxe
Call 298.4383 after 4 p.m.

OCTOBER 23 & 24

College Recruiting
Director at 1190 Shulman

One Day Service

DEB sH I E

HELP WANED 141

FREE: GUINEA PIG, male. Cage, water
bottle, feed dish included. Call Kathie
ft 0r 3 jr.re 293.2969.

please write our

10.
OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

With the money contributed by
the support group leaned "Business Associates" a, the School of
Business can increase its scholaiship-fellowship pit ogram, stimulate continued growth of professional faculty, widen the scope
of business research, provide
needed business equipment, bring
outstanding business speakers to
SJS, and provide the dean of the
Business School with unrestricted
funds, she said.
By joining Business Associates,
members will receive a membership plaque, and will establish
their eligibility for exclusive
charter flights to Eumpe, Hawaii and special business seminars or conventions in the United
States.
For further information contact SJS Alumni Association,
294-6114 ext. 2028.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

KNE1SSL RS SKIS, 210 cm. Nevada tow,
Gene stop.in heel. Used 10 times.
$125 Muntz 4 & 8 track home stereo
tape deck, 25 watts $50. 287-0631.

inconvenient at this time

Corner Second & Santa Clara Us.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Campus
Interviews

If campus interview

ME

IsIonday. Oetntser 711, 1969

rconomy Cleaners

tational mailings, and by recommendation and solicitation from
charter rmlithers.

de-

signed to centralize financial sup-

Division and for the

place where your

Association

port group, which will

newly formed Memorex
Equipment Group,

Alumni

presented plans Tuesday for a
new "Business Associates" sup-

MASSEY’S

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

the
many
facets
of
MEMOREX

Alumni Association
’Support Group’ Set

6-SPARTAN DAILT

2-.90

Five days
2.50
3.00

’

-3.40-

3.50 _

-4.90

4.00

.50

.50

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
11 Personals (7)
0 SeMcas
Housing (5)
0 Transportation (9)
Lost and Found (6)

- -Print Name

For __

Addren

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIFDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Pisan allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

